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Beyond the Maika-Telekom
Share Controvetsy

ho Benefits From Special
Share Allocatio s?
A larger issue surrounding the Maika-Telekom share
controversy (featured in t e last AM) is the equally controversial question of "special share allocations", in
particular, who benefits from the policy.
In th1s article, Ali ran member AS warns against its abuse
1n favour of the already wealthy and well-connected and
the dangers such abuse pose to our democracy.
To set things right, there should be increased public
disclosures by the ministries of Finance and that of
Trade and Industry about these share allocations. And
individuals should be barred from benefitting from such
allocations.
It is suggested that they should only go to trust funds
with p operly audited accou·nts, established on behalf of
targetted groups, in particular the economically disadvantaged, regardless of ethnic background.
f late, there has been much
public controversy about the
allocation ofTelek:om shares
to the MIG-controlled Maika Holdings. Many disturbing questions arise
specifically on the Maika-Telekom
issue:
*Why was the number of
Telekom shares allocated to Maika
reduced from 10 million to 1 million when Maika had already
secured financing for the 10 million
shares?

0

*How were the three other companies that received the 9 million
shares on behalf of the Indian community selected?
*Did these companies really intend to pass on the profits from the
Telekom shares to the colleges
operated by the MIC?
*If so, why did two of the companies actually buy Renong shares
with the proceeds after disposing of
the major block of their Telekom
shares (as reported in the Malaysian
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Business?)
*Why did these companies only
dispose of the remaining block of
0.5 million Telckom shares in
February and March this year, almost a year and a half after they had
received the shares and about the
time the issue was gaining public
interest?
*Who were the individuals running these three companies that
were supposed to be representing

the interests of the Indian com-

munity at large?
*Who really would have
benefitted by this arrangement if
the matter had not been brought to
public attention?
*Why was the public not informed at the time when the shares
were being offered (late in 1990)
that the shares were being allocated
to these companies?
*Which other companies, individuals, or parties also gained
from the allocation of Telekom
shares?
The Anti Corruption Agency
(ACA) is investigating the matter
and the Malaysian public, not just
the Indian community, expects that
these questions will be answered
through the investigation. Though
the ACA is under no obligation to
make public their fmdings, given
the political nature of the issue, the
fmdings will have to be made
public or many people will feel
there has been a cover-up.
Though we may not yet have the
answers to these questions, the
Maika-Telekom issue forces us to
look again at the way shares are
being distributed to privileged parties. In this article, the policy and
practice of special share allocations
will be reviewed, its consequences
examined, and some recommendations made.

BACKGROUND TO
SPECIAL SHARE
ALLOCATIONS
The practice of allocating
shares to selected organizations and
individuals was introduced as part
of the government's strategy to
redress imbalances in the ethnic
ownership of public listed companies. Using share values of public
listed companies on the KL Stock
Exchange as a gauge, Bumiputras
owned only 2.4% of the corporate
wealth in the country in 1970. The
NEP set a target of 30% ownership
by 1990. In the twenty years,
Bumiputra equity ownership has in

300 million Tenaga . . , . were

81toc:.ted eo Bumipunlnv•tora who
gMMd an lrnnMdiaa $1.0S billion

fact multiplied by over 177 times
from just $126 million to at least
$22.298 million.
Actual Bumiputra ownership of
shares at the end of 1990 was in fact
higher. The $22.3 billion that is
registered under Bumiputras does
not include the Bumiputra stake in
shares registered under nominee
companies. The value of shares
registered under nominee names
amounts to $9.2 billion, and it is
anybody's guess how much of
these may actually be shares of
Bumiputras who prefer to remain
unidentified shareholders.
The increased stake of Bumputras can be attributed largely to
Bumputra trust funds being set up
which succeeded in mobilising
massive funds from millions of
Bumiputras around the country.
One incentive for Bumiputras to invest was the substantial profits that
these trust agencies could show.
And the profits were secure: much
ef the money that the agencies
made was through subscribing for
special allocations of shares
reserved for Bumiputra parties at
deep discounts to the market value
of these shares.
Another reason for the increase
in Bumiputraequity ownership was
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that members of the community
were given incentives to apply for
new listings. Apart from the shares
reserved for Bumiputra investors,
selected by either the Minister of
Finance or the Minister of Trade
and Industry, 30% of the shares allocated to the general public are
also reserved for Bumiputras. A
typical example is the flotation of
PROTON, the manufacturer of
ProtonSaga.12millionshareswere
reserved for Bumputra investors
and institutions selected by the
Minister of Trade and Industry; a
further 30% of the 13.1 million
shares for the general public were
also reserved only for Bumiputra
applicants.
Despite the great increase in
number of shares held by
Bumiputras, their share of the total
market (not including shares held
under nominee names) at the end of
1990 was just 20.3% as the total
value of shares on the stock: market
had also multiplied in the period.
Though Bumiputras now have a
much bigger stake in corporate
wealth, it is still short of the
government's 30% target. Thus, the
policy of special distribution of
shares for Bumiputras still continues.
In the mean time, the Indian
community has also joined in on the
bandwagon of special share allocations. They point out that the share
·of corporate ownership of Indian
Malaysians has remained stuck at
1% in the 20 years of the NEP,
while the share of other nonBumiputra Malaysians as a whole
has increased from 32.3% to
46.2%. Thus, they have appealed
for special share allocations in
order that the Indian community
too would have a fair share in the
wealth of the country.

QUICK AND EASY
PROFll'S
The profits to be made by getting special allocations of shares
are astronomical. In the recent

flotation of the national electricity
generating and distribution company, Tenaga, 300 million shares
were distributed to Bumiputra investors. 1be shares were offered at
$4.SO and opened trading at $8.00,
giving an immediate $1.05 billion
ringgit profit to the shareholders
who received this allocation.
lllough Tenaga was an exceptionally large flotation, immediate
proftts in the hundreds of miUions
per flotation to the parties that obtained special allocations is not uncommon.
The government and the underwriters of these flotations do not
reveal how the shares are distributed among those privileged
with special aUocations.In general,

-

to a few million shares each, which
will allow them to add millions to
their personal wealth whenever
there is a flo~tion.
The special allocation of shares
is generally restricted to Bumiputra
parties. All of the special allocation
for the Tenaga issue were reserved
for Bumiputras. However, this is
not always the case. When Telekom
was floated, 100 million shares
were reserved for Bumiputra investors, but a further 152.1 million
shares were allocated to "approved
institutions", which did not necessarily represent Bumiputra interests.
It is not lmown to the public
how the government chooses the
individuals, companies and organizations, Bwniputra or
otherwise, that will be given
special allocations of shares.
-:.-- - · .~Those favoured need not wait
..... • ... - - - - - .,..-- around just for privatizations

of government agencies. Even
!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~!::
- when private limited com-~~,._,..._....,,..

panies go for public flotation,
.iiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiijiliiiiiil• that is have their shares traded
...........~ on the siOCk exchange, a substantial portion of the shares
wiU go to "approved..,
generally Bumiputra, investors. For instance, when the
American-owned but locally
incorporated RJ Reynolds
· Sendirian Berhad became a
public listed company on our
stock exchange, 12.9 million
shares were offered to
Bumiputra investors.
Profits are made not only
when a company decides to go
for listing on the stock exThe Telekom ..__ tlotation aleo benefitted
Bumiputnl inv_.on aiU,Ough 1he euc:t
change. Companies that are
llllotment IWI\8iM unknown 1o the public.
already listed also provide opportunities for the approved
the public does not know who gets
investors to make quick money.
these shares and how many shares
Companies already listed perieach party is alloca~ What is
odically offer shares to Bumiputras
clear, however, is that a large numin order to comply with the
ber of shares are given to ingovernment's policy of having
dividuals. These individuals,
30% Bumiputra ownership of
recommended either by the Ministry of Finance, or the Ministry of shares. An example was the highly
rated construction company, Y1L,
Trade and Industry, may receive up
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which was already listed for anumber of years but offered 14.8 million
shares to Bumiputra investors last
December. YTI. shares were trad·
ing at $3.20 when the announcement was made, but the
shares offered to Bumiputras were
priced at $2.00 each, which would
have given these investors as a
whole a profit of $17.8 million had
the share price in the market
remained the same.

CONSEQUENCES OF
SPECIAL ALLOCATION
By offering shares at huge discounts to their real marlcet value,
there is substantial inducement for
the targetted groups to take up these
shares. This is an important part of
the explanation why the ownership
of shares by Bwniputras has in fact
increased substantially with the introduction of the NEP.
However, because there is
potential for such huge profits to be
made instantaneously, there is also
a great incentive for the lucky investors to cash in on their profits
immediately. Thus, many quickly
sell the shares they have been allocated. This would at least partly
explain why the Bumiputra share of
the total value of the stock market
has fallen short of the government's
30% target. It should probably have
been higher given that a large number of companies already listed offe.red 30% of the stakes to
Bumiputras, and more than 30% of
new listings went to Bumiputras
(adding the 30% of the public portion reserved for Bumiputra applicants together with the shares
allocated to Bumiputra parties
selected by the government).
Certain individuals have also
become enormously, wealthy
through receiving the special allocations. Though the objective of
creating a healthy ethnic mix of
successful
entrepreneurs
is
laudable, it is questionable whether
national policy should be to increase the numbers from one ethnic

group simply by giving them

shares. Investors who have
bought shares in the company
of entrepreneurs would this
prior to the company making
these special issues will thus
create?
see their share of the
NATIONAL UNTI'Y?
company's total profits being
Much more important,
diluted. Their displeasure
though, is the question of
will be compounded by new
whether this serves to foster
and equivalent shares in the
national unity. Never mind
company being issued to
the natural reaction of envy
priviledged groups at a huge
among other communities
discount to the price that
and individuals who do not
these investors would have
paid in the market For these
get the same privileges. One
_...
~.-:J
reasons, when companies anof the aims of the NEP was to foster national unity by WOftc.,. weigh tM ..._ In c.m- Hlghlan•: c.n
nowlCe special issues of
giving Bumiputras a mere
be •loc:Med to • trust fund tor lowly-paid
shares for Bumiputras, their
representative share of the worbn r.gn.... ot their Mhnic:ity?
share price inevitably falls
economic cake. But if the policy
fostered. The government has
quite substantially, often by more
implementation greatly favours
everything to gain from getting rich
than 20% (e.g. YTL, mentioned
those who may already be wealthy
businessmen on their side. These
above).
and happen to Irnow the relevant
businessmen can then be counted
Thus, investors will be wary of
on to contribute for political cambuying shares in our companies if
ministers, it is not clear if
Bumiputras as a whole will feel that
paigns, not to mention providing
they constantly have to worry about
directorships for the politicians
special issue of new Bumiputra
their position has improved sigwhen they retire, or their relatives
shares. Investment by foreigners in
nificantly.
No doubt many millions of orand friends in the meantime. The
our share market may well already
dinary Bumiputras have benefitted
other allied political parties that
be adversely affected by such conbenefit fmancially will be in better
cern.
to some extent by their investments
in trust funds like the ASM and the
shape to fund campaigns during
ASB. But the aim of the policy is to
elections and can also be counted RECOMMENDATIONS
benefit the Bumiputras as a group,
on for support within coalitions.
The objective of the governnot privileged individuals. Should
This system is unhealthy for the
ment to increase the Bumiputra
it not be that shares reserved for
practice of true democracy. The
share of national wealth is widely
Bumiputras, to redress economic
parties in power are allowed to
regarded as a requirement for
make their position more secure not
imbalances, be restricted to those
political stabjlity. The practice,
trust funds that all Bumiputras can
by fair victory over the minds of the
which has recently come to the
benefit from? Why should the
electooue, but through winning
public's attention, of allowing
policy also allow certain wealthy
friends by dispensing fmancial
other communities, perceived also
individuals to get even wealthier?
favours. The possibility of enrichto be economically disadvantaged,
Surely it is not an acceptable reason
ing the coffers of their own parties
to share in national wealth would
that they belong to a communit1
will always be open, which would
similarly be well received.
that, in general, is under-repremake it difficult for other parties to
sented in terms of corporate ownercompete equally for political
THE NEEDY NOT THE
ship. For these individuals may
power. And it is the equal competialteady have substantial shares in
tion for political power that is the
WEALTHY
various companies.
hallmark of true democracy.
However, if the ultimate aim is
to redress economic imbalances,
HEALTHY ECONOMIC
DEMOCRACY?
then why should these imbalances
GROWI'H?
By giving the Minister of
be packaged in ethnic terms? The
Economically, the policy is not
Finance the discretion of giving
aim, supposed) y, is to ensure that no
healthy either. When companies
some of the reserved shares to ingroup gets left out in the country's
that are already listed issue new
economic progress. The most effidividuals as well as to certain nonshares to Bumiputras, the profits of
Bumiputra organization (e.g. in the
cient way of achieving this aim is to
the company will have to be
case of the Telekom flotation), a
design schemes to target just those
divided by a greater number of
system of political patronage is
who are economically disadunearned wealth. What kind

..__not
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vantaged. There is no reason why
those who are not economically
disadvantaged. but share the ethnicity of the majority of the poor,
should also benefil If the additional
wealth that these individuals obtain
through government policy is in
fact channelled only to the
economically disadvantaged. then
the disadvantaged will benefit to a
greater extenl
But if the national priority is to
ensure that no group is left out of
economic progress, then policies
should be designed to help all the
disadvantaged. not just those of a
certain ethnic type. The implication
is that lrue agencies that presently
benefit fmancially from the policies
of the government should be open
to aU those below certain income
levels (irrespective of race), and
only those below certain income
levels (again, irrespective of race).
Given that Bumiputras are the
majority of the economically disadvantaged, such a change in the
specific target group to be
benefitted will still rightfully
benefit mainly Bumiputras. But allowing others who are underprivileged to benefit will be a
reflection of the government's
commitment to ensure that aU
Malaysians will benefit from the
country's economic development.
It would also prevent those who do
not need financial help but belong
to a certain ethnic group from
benefiting.
A further advantage of such a
change in the target group would be
that the Ministry of Finance need
not offer shares to small and unknown companies that purportedly
represent the interests of certain
undez-privileged ethnic groups. lf,
for instance, under- privileged Indians can subscribe to trust funds
that benefat from special issues etc.,
thele will not be the need to entertain companies, possibly owned by
and for the benefit of weU-off individuals, that purport to represent
the disadvantaged of their community.

Political realities may not allow
the authorities to shift the target of
their benefits from Bumiputras in
general to those who are specifically ecorlOmically disadvantaged. irrespective of race. If it is expedient
that much of the present system be
maintained. it should at least be
amended so as to minimise the risk
of abuse.

FAIRNESS TO EXISTING
INVESTORS
One change that will encourage
greater foreign investment in our
share market is to cease requiring
companies from issuing shares to
Bumiputras whenever they implement capital changes. Once a company has already satisfied the 30%
Bumiputra requirement. it should
no longer have to issue subsequently any further shares at a
discount to parties who are not already investors in the company. Existing investors would thus be
reassured that there will not be any
dilution in their stakes of these
companies.
Potential investors would then
more readily place their funds in
our companies. Attracting foreign
funds is imperative for the health of
our stock market and holds the key
to the private sector attracting
enough funds to invest for longterm growth.

TRUST FUNDS NOT
INDWIDUALS
. Another change that is possible
within the present system is barring
individuals from benefiting from
special share allocations. The
shares should go only to trust funds,
with properly audited accounts, established specifically to benefit targelled groups. By ensuring that
only such organizations receive
these shares, it is less likely that the
shares will be disposed of immediately in the marlc:et for quick gains,
as the institutional investors
selected should be established
long-term investors. Thus, the ob
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jective of maintaining the 30%
Bumiputra stake in corporate
wealth is more likely to be
achieved.
No company should be allowed
to benefit unless its credentials to
represent an under-privileged
group is properly verified. its accounts are regularly audited and it
has a proven track-record of investing in shares.

PUBUC DISCWSURE
However, the most important
change that can and should be made
within the present system is to increase public disclosure. The ministries of Finance and that of Trade
and Industry must have as their ultimate aim to serve aU Malaysians.
To ensure that this aim is overriding, the policies and practices of
these ministries should be open to
public scrutiny. That means that the
public should be aware of who
benefits, and by how much, from
the decisions of the Ministers on
share allocations.
There is no question of national
inte~tbeingserved~ooru~n

tiality on this matter. With the
present veil of secrecy, however,
the public has no idea who are the
greatest benefiCiaries of these allocations.
Power is known to corrupt. But
one is less likely to act improperly
when the likelihood of exposure is
greater. Thus decisions on matters
like share allocations should be totally transparent to the public in
.order to minimise the risk of improper allocations.
Without full public disclosure,
there can be only limited accountability to the electorate and thUs
increased scope for impropriety.
This would seem to be the most
important lesson from the present
Maika-Telelcom controversies.
No doubt when the public has
the answers to some of the specific
questions being asked, other lessons will become apparent too. But
unless there is full accountability, it
will be business as usual.+

Heart to Heart

Respect for the Elderly?
n one of my trips home to
Kuala Lumpur I had to run an
errand f<X" a friend who had
migraied to Australia. She asked me
to visit her old ~ who was in an
old folks home. I had never been to
one and I must say I was a little wary.
How would one feel confronted by
images that remind one of age and
mortality? What if the old lady
couldn't even remember the past in
spite of a photo of my friend and the
family I was supposed to show her?
As the taxi turned into the
home's driveway, I felt better. The
place was clearly not the dreary,
dilapidated Dickensian horror I had
imagined. There was a small, welltended garden. The main building
looked as if it had just had a fresh
coat of paint I was shown into a
room with six beds by the person in
charge. After the bright swilight in
the garden and corridor it took
some time for my eyes to take in
both objects and people in that
room. I was introduced to Tang Ah
Hoe or "sarm chai'' as she was
known in her amah days. At the
mention of my friend's name her
eyes lit up and with frail movements she tried to sit up. We looked
at the photos my friend and her
family sent from Australia. I gave
her the money my friend sent and
the fruits I brought Clearly, Ah
Hoe's mind was still very alert. In a
gentle voice she asked after her
former employers. I had braced
myself for a litany of cOmplaints
but Ah Hoe showed me the serenity
of someone who had accepted her
lot and she was very fortunate that
the home in which she was placed
was well-run. I was to visit her a
couple more times before she
passed away. I observed the other
old people of various races living

O

together as harmoniously as possible. Were they all, like Ah Hoe,
without family? I learnt that some
of them had families who for one
reason or another could not care for
them.
In Asia we often pride ourselves
on our filial piety and rightly so.
But I think it would not be honest if
we did not, at the same time, address the concrete problems that
have put tremendous strain on this
traditional value. Geographical
mobility, for example, has made it
very difficult to care for the old.
Many children have to work
hundreds of miles from their aged
parents. It would take sustained
studies to uncover the effects of our
rapidly developing and changing
society on filial piety and treatment
of the elderly. The fact that there are
so few such studies shows that
gerontology has a low priority on
governmental research agendas.
Very often the elderly in homes
live a somnolent, zombie-like existence because little is done to
keep alive an interest in hobbies or
the outside world. Besides monitor-

ing the physical conditions in both
government-run and private-run
homes, the authorities may want to
encourage more activity-oriented
experiences. Some of the better run
homes already teach skills and
allow the old folks to pursue certain
hobbies. Is it possible to co-ordinate the activities of old folks
home and orphanages so that these
are mutually beneficial to the inmates? Many old people have skills
they can impart to the young. At
whatever age, we need a sense of
purpose and self-worth. And yet
people are often segregrated to
make for easy institutional management and bureaucratic procedure.
It was very saddening to read (Ntw
Straits Times 12 May) that the
Rumah Seri Kenangan Seremban,
one of the oldest government-run
homes in the country prohibits male
inmates from mingling with female
inmates. It is this kind of restriction
that deprives the elderly of enriching experiences. Do we act in this
inhumane way because we think
that three meals and a bed are sufficient for the old? To some of us,

1 October • Senior Cltizerw' Day. Any hope for the uplttm.nt of ow old
folk'•lot?
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the old hardly feel and cannot think
anymore. What we need to realize
is the fact that the breakdown of the
body need not mean the breakdown
of the heart and mind.
A recent spate of letters to the
press addressed the issue of the dignity of the old and their rights as
citizens and consumers. One of
these was from a senior citizen who
was shoddily treated when he tried
to buy an item on hire-purchase.
Even though he furnished credit infonnation, his application was disallowed because he was over the
retirement age. Another spoke of
how difficult it is for senior citizens
to get on and off high sidewalks.
Some public buildings do not have
handrails which makes climbing up
and down stairs difficult. Clearly,
many public facilities are built with
no thought for the case of the elderly perhaps because they arc seen as
unimportant as consumers and
clients. Those who hold this view
may have to revise it. As those in
my generation move into their fLfties and sixties with faculties unimpaired, a stiU enquiring mind and,
more importantly (from the point of
view of certain segments of
society) some economic security
from pensions, etc. businesses and
even government institutions
would have to heed our presence. It
would be a very unimaginative and
unfarsighted business that does not
take into consideration the potential
of this group of people both as
clients and workers (a more con-

ducive flexi-time programme could
be envisaged so that older, retired

people can still contribute to the
workforce). Whether economically
independent or not, with pensions,
etc. or not, the old deserve more
attention. The government has
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Whither The Rukunegara?

D

uring the previous constitutional
crises no one caRd to refer to
the Rukwlegll'L As for the cumms
duty lllegedly evlded by the Sultan of
Kelantan, again there was no reference
to the Ruhmegara. It looks like this
ideology is gradually being cast aside.
Why? Irrelevant'?
Let us briefly look at the
RukunegarL Principle number one
say.: Kepercayaan Kepada Tuhan.
Fine, provided one is not agnostic or
an atheist And no one would dare
.Jmit it for it would mean being
lumped in a utegory worse than
homosexuals and prostitutes.
Principle number two says:
Kesetiaan Kepada Raja Dan Negara.
The BN keeps harping on Hang
Tuah 's version of Kesetiaan (Loyalty)
- Hang Tuah stabbed to death his best
friend because the Sultan ordered him
to do so. Today Malays have to sembah the royalty (who possess legal immunity) saying Ampun Tuanku
Beribu-ribu Ampun. It ends with
Perentah Tuanku Palik Junjung. So
how is the Royal Customs and Excise
going to collect the import duty allegedly owed by the Sultan of Kelantan? That is a big and difficulty task.
The Minister of Finance had by some
magic waved away the special status
of the Sultan of Kelantan and slapped
import duty amounting to two million
ringgit Strangely enough, other Sultans are not affected.
Kesetiaan means to do as the Sultan wishes. Hang Tuah stabbed his

,..

best friend without a wink or a
squeak. In the last general election,
the raJr.yaJ of Kelantan put an 'X' for
the Sultan's man. Is there any other
way for the ordinary rakyaJ to express
his h!setioan? Hardly, other than do
what pleases the Sultans.
We have witnessed in previous
constitutional crises many parties
coming forward to express their
h!setioan kepada Raja. In the import
duty case, the vast majority of Kelantanese stand by their Sultan. The
Agong being a Raja would side with
his fellow Sultan. So who will stand
by Mahathir?
Principle nwnber three:
Keluhuran Perlembagaan. Which
constitution is it referring to? The
Federation of Malaysia 1963?
Numerous amendments were
bulldozed through Parliament Today
we have the ISA, the OSA, the Sedition Act, the Printing Act etc.
Principle nwnber five is non existent Drive through the streets of KL,
PJ, Penang, JB. etc. Do you see any
Kesopanan dan K~usilaan? Not likely - for Malaysians are busy chasing
the extra ringgit

MatSerly
KOTABARU

Religious Dept Should Be
More Sympathetic

Your

recent .-ticle on Hodud laws
was very informative and it just
goes to show that different people

inler)nt it differendy as they do other
laws too. The Barisan Nasional
government is no better than the
PAS-led govenunent as the religious
department officials in Barisan-led state
governments simil•ly implement
Islamic laws without a ~e about the
implications and consequences
befalling those that purportedly fall foul
of Islamic law. I take to task the
Religious Department in Perak. which
has conducted constant 'raids' on publ
in Ipoh and elsewhere, rooting out
Muslim employees especially women
as if these women were conunonJy
plying the world's oldest trade! They
are ignominously charged with vague
pretensions relating to immoral
earnings. Leaving aside the moral issue,
bas the depar1mcnt ever concerned iiJdf
as to why these women are having to
work nights in entertainment lobbies or
how else they (the women) could
support themselves and their large
exlended families on the pittance paid
by factories for largely LmqUalified or
semi-educated women, who have been
left to fend for themselves by
irresponsible cads or desertee
husbands?! Has the saintly religious
department or Muslim women's
institutions ever counselled or
attempted ~istance to these
wtfortunate divorcees and widows?
Many of these women don't even have
their divorce papers in order, much lell
any maintenance dues. simply as a
result of prejudiced and apathetic
religious department offiCials. It seems
Muslim women are to be solely
responsible for the breakdown of any
Muslim marriage, wtless of course if
they come from famous and important
families and have political clout Does
all this injustice to Muslim women
never prick the conscience of Muslim
men and religious leaders in the state?
Do the men cherish the idea of seein&
these women huddle with their farniliel
in rotting, illegal ruts of houses in the
slwns of towns and cities? Can a
mother watch her children grow into
semi- educated adults, living in poverty
in a land where there is so much more
to offer to them, if only offiCialdom
allows them the right to earn their
living? Can the Sultan of Perak. as the
religious head of slate bring about :10mc
decent change in the Religious
Department to show a more caring and
sympathetic attitude towards these
uncared for citizens? I am certain Islam

would be aivCil lhe J'elpect it delerva
• a ah!a re!ipon. 11 would a1lo Jive
its women followen lhe opportunity to
survive decently with waga sutfJcient
mcare for their fllnilies.

that we received in atata that we
viaited. we .-e convinced that a Jarae
segment of the union membenhip ia
in fact opposed to the demolition of
the PPN Hostel. The aignaturet that
SliM
we have managed to muster, are in
fact only the tip of the iceberJ.
IPOH
We tell you today, on behalf of all
those workers who have supported
the signature campaign, that we canNUPW Membera Againat
not accept your explanation that the
PPH Ho8t8l Demolition
decision to demolish the PPN Hostel
Letter to P P Narayanan,
was in order to shore up union funds.
The reason that the NUPW is short of
General Secretary, NUPW
funds ia due to miamanagement of
union funds and the excessive salariea
e.. membm of the National
and allowances paid out to a handful
Union ofPIIOtation Wotkt:n
of union officiala.
{NUPW) have been most disappointed
We repeat on behalf of thouaanda
by the decision that hal been taken by
of membera of the NUPW that if the
lhe Executive Council of lhe NUPW m
Executive Council of the NUPW ia
demolis.b lhe PPN HOitd lnd build in
truly interested in shoring up union
its plloe a luxury condominium.
fmances, then the way to do this
It was for this rea10n that we met
would be to cut down on wasteful exyou and other union officials on 3 October 1991, at the NUPW headpenditure., overindulgent salaries, allowances and the general
quarters. At thiJ meeting we
mismanagement that is talcins place
presented you with a memorandum
on a regular basis. This is the only
and in the ensuing long discussion exlong-term solution available to the
pressed our concern and reuons for
NUPW if it ia truly interested in ahor·
opposing the proposed sale and
ing up union funds and building a
demolition of the PPN HosteL We
union that is financially sound.
were most disappointed that you did
The Executive Council in addinot bother to reply to our memorandum.
tion to not consulting the membership, made matters worae by not even
We thus launched a nationwide
bothering to inform the rank and fa.le
signature campaign on 19 November
of the decision that it had taken.
1991, in order to demonstrate to you
It ia for these reasons that the Exand the Executive Council of the
ecutive Council should not be
NUPW that the rank and file of the
swpriaecl at the critical response of
NUPW are very much againat the
the grassroots towards its decision to
proposed demolition.
demolish the PPN HosteL It ia a
In just a little over four months,
meaaure of thia popular diacontent,
we managed to colled sipalurel
that a small committee with me&JJe
from estalea in Kedah. PerU. Selut·
resourcec, can in a matter of just a
gor, Negri Sembilan, Malacca and
few months collect 4,562 signatures
Johor. Everywhere that we went, we
oppocing the demolition of~ holtel.
met with raoundin& approval for
It ia clear from the support that
having lauched the signatwe camwe received in all the estate~ that we
paign. Memben of the NUPW, in esviaited that the rank and fale of the
tates throughout the country told us in
NUPW is opposed to the proposed
no uncertain terms that they were unsale and demolition of the PPN Hoshappy with and opposed the deciaion
tel. The members of the NUPW do
taken by the Executive Council.
not accept nor believe that the soluSince the hostel waa built using
tion lies in selling union JWOPCrtie•
union dua as well aa from donations
one after another.
received from the rank and file the
least that the Executive Council
The Executive Council would do
should have done before taking this
well to take heed of this popular diaerroneous decision would have been
content and address the 11ituation.
to consult with us, the members.
Failure to do so would only result in
Based on the overwbelmins aupport
further disillusionment at the

JrUm)Ots and a f\lt'thu erosion of the
•trenath of the NUPW.
On behalf of the 9 .I % of the
rnemben of the NUPW we call on the
Executive Council of the NUPW to:
•cea.e immediately all pluta to
demolilb the PPN Hottel and build in
ib place aluxla}' condominium;
•to consult and obtain approval
from the ordinary members of the
NUPW before mortgagins or ~elling
uty union property.

S11btrulttutiture llo Selltli
(Cittlinruua)
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'Operation Balkan Storm',
Anybody?

F

our daya ak Iraq invaded
Kuwait on August 2, 1992, the
United Nations Security Council
i.mpoced cwnomic and Inns sanctions
against Iraq. Less thut six montha lata-,
Openlion Delat Seonn was mounted
against Iraq.
Last year, when the Serbs were
busy killing innocent people and
destroying property in Croatia, the
UN Security Council wu wringins
hands, pootificatin& and procastinating without uty conaete and deciaive
action.
Now that Bosnia-Herzegovina
hal been nped for the last two
montha by Serbian reg ulan and irreaulan, with tholllands of innocent
civiliana beinallaugbtered, the UN
Security Council continua to wallow
in politic:al and executive paralylia.
Theft ia no talk of ut "Operation
Balkan Storm". Why?

Fa Yew Tellf
KUALA. LUMPUR

University of Sarawak:

Dream or Reality?

E

d like to air the views of a

llrze majority of Sarawlkians on
mset up a university in

Sarawak.
Numerous requests for a university from many quarters including the

Sarawlk government have been
repeatedly turned down in the paal
Many Sarawakians are of the opinion
that the much talked about univasity
is Ion& overdue.
As soon as the pen lipt was
pven by the federal aovemment
during the last Sarawat State Election
campaign, it became the talk of the
town. Credit should be pven to the
unsung heroes of Sarawat who did
the clamouring and behind-the-scenes
lobbying. These include associations
like the Sarawak Graduates' Association, the Sarawak Students' Union of
various local univasities as well as
the MMA Sarawak.
"The idea of a medical school in
Sarawat was fnt mooted in 1980 by
the Malaysian M~al AsiOciation
(Sarawak). No less than three working papcn had been prepared since
then."(Sarawal Tribune, S May
1992).
Let's consida' the rationale for a
university in Sarawak. At present,
there are only two universities in Borneo, the world's third largest island.
They are the Univmiti Tanjung Pura
in Pontianalc, Kalimantan and the
Universiti Brunei Darulsalam. That
leaves Sabah and Sarawak without a
university.
Sarawat is lagpng far behind
Peninsular Malaysia in practically
every field. This is especially so with
tatiuy education. Many believe that
a univmity is vital not only as an institution of higher learning but also to
act as a catalyst for development
At praent only 3% of the total intake in local universities are
Sarawakians. This, coupled with a
shortage of professionals and expertise in practically every fteld, can
have an ldverse effect on the development of Sarawak.
By virtue of its diatance from
Peninsular Malaysia, where all the
universities are found, Sarawakians
have to ~pend more to pursue tertiary
education. This poses problems to
parents who earn a meagre income.
Even scholarships are of little use in
such cases. There are cases of bript
students from poor backgrounds who
are deprived of tertiary education.
Due to limited places in local
universities for East Malaysians, one
has to further one's education abroad.
In the long run, this will cause the
government to lose revenue. Many

with post- grlduate qualifications are
also fol'tled to leave their beloved
Sarawat in search of greener pastures. A university can help to plug
the unnecessary brain-drain.
In lddition, Sarawak has long
been of interest to anthropologists
and researchers. A centre for Borneo
studies should be set up. Some of the
fields that the university should specialize in are:
•Forestry aod botany
Given the biodiversity and its
diverse fauna and flora, much attention should be given to this.
• A&riculture
Pepper and sago are among the
crops that ought to be pven proper attention. Sarawak is the leading
producer of both pepper and sago.
•Medicine
H a medical faculty is set up, it
will be the first such faculty on the island of Borneo. There are many diseases which are only found in
Borneo. It's little wonder that foreign
teams come to Sarawak frequently to
conduct research here.
• Anthropology
The history of Sarawak and its
diverse culture should serve as good
research material for historians and
anthropolists.

•Engineering
In view of Sarawak's rich natural
resources, an engineering faculty
should be set up which Should include petroleum and chemical engineering. Riverine and marine
enpneering should also be included
due to the importance of riverine
transport.
•Geology
Geology should be introduced in
view of the huge mineral prospects
and the numerous explorations often
carried out in Sarawak. The university should also specialize in peatland
as Sarawak and Kalimantan have the
largest area of peatland in the tropics.
•Hotel Management
Hotel management should be included in the Business Management
School in view of Sarawak's tourism
potential.

•Language Centre
A language centre should be set
up for the research and study of local
languages such as lban, Bidayuh,
Melanau, Penan. Kelabit. Kenyah and
Kayan.
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Hopefully, this time lrOUnd, the
nation's eighth university will take off
the ground and will not juat be
another election gimmick which
Sarawakians are all too familiar with.
I quote the Sarawak Assistant MinistCI' for Infrastructure and Development, Dr. Patau Rubis, "I can't see
why tertiary education is not available
for all Sarawakians today." SNAP,
which is a component of the Bariaan
Nasional has only one wish for its
30th birthday, that is to lobby for a
univasity in Sarawat.

Simo11 Wo111
SIBU

A Leu. to the ChileM
Ambuudor

to Malayu, Jin Guihua
Western Bullying of Ubya
W e would like to congratulate
China for not supporting UN
Secooty Council Resolution 748 which
calls for the imposition of sanctions
against Libya for her n:fusal to hand
over some Li.bym nationals alleged 1o
have been responsible for the bombings
of Pan Am and UTA aircraft.
Resolution 748 is illegal because
the United States, Britain and France,
the parties to the dispute with Libya,
hid shamelessly voted for il By so
doing, they have violated Parqraph 3
of Article 27 of the UN Charter which
specifiCally states that parties to a dispute should refrain from voting. By
participating in the voting, the US,
Britain and France have in fact scandalously taken upon themselves to act
as prosecutor, judge, jury and executioner - an act which blatantly
negates all universally accepted principles 'and norms of justice.
Libya has acted scrupulously in
accordance with all the requirements
of the 1971 Montreal Convention.
Also, in the absence of extradition
treaties with the accusing countries,

Libya cannot and should not be
forced by any country or the UN
Security Council to break international law by handing her nationals to
those countries for trial. The laws of
the accusing countries themselves
clearly prohibit the surrender of their
nationals unless it is done in strict ac- cordance with the existence of extradi

tion treaties and their legal provisions
IOd requiremenu.
The agwnent by the US and
Britiah governments that they have no
confidence in the Libyan judicial system is ridiculous, self- M~Ving and
hypocritical. By the l&llle token, why
should Libya or, for that matter,
111ybody else have IDY confide~~~Ce at
all in the judicial systems of the US
and Britain?
The whole world knowa that the
Britiah and Americ1n judicial ayslems
~ alham. u reitented by recent
events and cases. As reported by
Reuler on 11 May 1992. the faith of
the Britiah people in their judicial syatem "suffered a new blow" the day
before when a court fieed a woman
who wu jailed 18 yean ago for an
Irish &uerilla bombinJ.
In the US, the recent diagraceful
jwy vadict in the Rodney King beatin&-by-the-police case - which
aparbd off the Lot Angelea riots and
p-oteats throughout the US - once
again showa us that the judicial system there is racially biased, especially
againat African-Americana and other

pose economic sanctions or even initiate military ICtion against Libya.
We, therefore, most earnestly urge
China to VETO any such moves in
the Security Council in the interests
of peace and justice.
Not only Libya, but also the
whole of the Third World, needs to be
prolected against the aggressive plans
and Ktions of these three West.cm
powen. We believe that the unity and
integrity of the Third World are most
urgent and necessary It this crucial
time in human history. China is in a
singula and historic position to exercise leadenhip in this paamount wk.
MoltdAIIUIVTahir

011 N/tQq ofMGia]silua Peopk
Actio11 Frolll
OrgtulirJIIioiU:
ABIM
(AIIfkilkut Belill /skull MIUaysit:J)

CAP
(COIUIUIIU Associalio11 of

PtiiiUif)

COAC
(Ctllltrfor Offiiii.Asli Co~~eem)

DAP Socitllist Yolltla
GPMS

m.inaritiea.
Thua, how can the suspected
Libyan nations in the Lockerbie affair
find juatice when American citizen~
tbemlelva could not IOd cannot be
&uannteed equal juatice und« the
law?

That the US in plrticul• Wanta to
impoee her political. military,
economic, cultural and 10eial
he&emony on the world is strongly
evideot from the confidential Pentagon document of 18 February 1992
entitled "Defence Planning Guidance
for the FiiCal Yeara 1994 - 1999"
which called for the eatabli.shment of
a "one 1upe1p0wer world".
It is reusuring that Chinese
leaden in China have in recent days
been criticizin& the tendency of the
US to impose ill hegemony on the
world, often by abusing and misusing
the UN. As Chinese Foreign Minister
Qian Quchen said about two months
ago, "The UN ahould not behave like
a•uper-~."

Anna. air and diplomatic unctions are now being illegally imposed
upon the state and people of Libya.
We fea that the US, Britain and
FriDCie may not be utisfied with such
illegal measura and will eventually
call on the UN Security Council to im-

(Gobluettut Ptkl,jtu MdDJil
StiiNIIIUijiUII)

KPIP
(KtSIIbuul Pekl,jtu lsllun Ptrak)
MBM
(Mo,jlis Btlitl MIUaysitz)

MSRJ
(MIUaysitzll SocWioti£111 Reu~JTtlt
IIUiilule)
PERMIM
(Pti'SIIIIuul M IISliM /IIIlo MIUaysitz)
PKPIM
(Pei'SIIIIUia KtbtutpMue Peltl,jtJr
/skull MIUaysit:J)

PUM
(Pet'SIIIWul UlluntJ MIUaysit:J)
Pertllbuluua PturjiJ-Peurja
MIUaysit:J

PSSM
(Ptrstwul Sosilll SiJilu MIUaysit:J)
(Soc~ty for

SCR
Cltristilua Rejkclio11)
SistetJ /11/skull
SUARAM

(SIUIIW Rllkyot MIUaysit:J)
TeiiiJIIUiila
Tltirrl World Ndwolt

AURAN
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Parti RtlkyiJI MIJJaysill
(MIUaysilua Ptopk Ptuty)
Ptrs~J~wm KakilcuagtUIISkull

Ullilllrsili MfllllyiJ
(MIISI.iM SIII/IU11io11 of Ulli.,rsiJ]
Millllyt~)

The RMN Corvette Project

Questions for the Defence
Minister

S

orne time ago the Secretary

Gentral, Ministry of Defence,
Nasruddin Blbari, made a peas
statement to the effect that the contract

to purdwe two corvettes from Yarrow
shipbuilders of the UK will be signed
within a month (/lew Straits Times, 11
November 1991). A figure of$1.1
billion w11 mentioned. What Dalulc
Nasruddin forgot to add was that the
two oorvd1a cost $1.1 billion each.
Two weeks later the Minister of
Defence, Najib Tun Razak, was
quoted as saying that the Royal
Malaysian Navy requires 16 offshore
patrol veaaeb (OPV). But due to
financial constraints the RMN can
only afford four or five of these locally build OPV1 (N~ Straits T~~Ms, 25
November 1991). Just • a matter of
interest, Mindef has budgeted $8S
million per OPV excluding the
gun(s).
What I and , I am sure, other
similarly hard-pressed taxpayers
would like to lcnow, are these:
•Why is the Ministry of Defence
in such a hurry to purchase these corvettes, and at a whopping cost of $1.1
billion each aDd risina?
•What can these two wasbips do
that. for much less money, shteell
Malaysian-built OPVs cannot do?
•In July this year, the Ministry of
Defence cancelled its plans to buy
two new submarines and two trainers
from Sweden because it did not have
the reported $1.7 billion to do so.
Why is it that for the Yarrow corvettea, funds have suddenly and
miraculously became available?
• A number of foreign shipyards,
who have been following the RMN
corvetle project with great interest,
say that they can build these warships
at ball tile price quoted by Nasruddin. Why were their proposals not
considered?

•H the corvette contract is a
"British only" affair - in itlelf highly
unusual- theft ~other equaUy competent British naval shipyards who
can build these warships more cheaply than Y.-row can. Have they been
invited to submit their bidl, or is the
corvette cool:nlct "personal to Y•row"'?
•what is 10 special about these
Y.row«siped w.-.b.ipl that each
is double the price of the many-timesbiger (130,000 cu mettra) LNG
tankcn, which Petronu Marine
recently bought from the French for
$560 million apiece?
·
It is worth noting that u the two
corvet&el will be built entirely in the
UK, and by a wort...urved shipyard
.. thll, the ,-oject c:onlribu&a IIOtlt... ao Malaysia from the .undpoint
of indualrial offscu. lnolfer of tecbnolo&Y IDd technical know- how, imrrovin& the counlry's advene 1nde
t.1ance with the UK. and creatina job
opportunities in the lkill-in1en1ive
ahipbuildin& indualry.
Moreover, u the Defence Minister is himself a finn advocate of the
need for a balanced force lnd for
areatcr mobility and firepower, perhaps the $2.2 bi.llico earmarked for
these corvettes could be beuer spent
on the followina bardw~re:

•so.or-10 medium batlk tmb for
the ~y·s three Armoured Reaiments
(Tank). which are currently "paper
reaiments";
• A simil• number of li&ht tanks
to replace the rickety Scorpion~,
which are fit only for ceremonial use;
•An equal number ol. wheeled U'moured vehicles, ai.o meant for the
~y's currently non-exislent Armoured Regiments (Tanks);
•21 units of 1SSmm JUDI for the
~y. to' enable its two Medium Artillery Regimems to operate at full
strenalh;
•48 units of shoulder-launched
surface-to-air miaile (SAM) I)'Siems
llld 12 units of vehicle-mounted
SAM l)'lleml, for the ~Y 'a two Air
Defence (Miaile) Re&iments. which
Ill preacot exiat oOJy on paper,
-combat enaineer equipment for
the .my (track layen. brid&inl I)'Stem, combat enaineer tnlek>n, tank
mine-cJe.iq systems etlc );
•1,000«-10 badly needed logistic. vehicles for the .my, to replace

those that are already beyond
economic repair (BER);
•One squadron of medium-lift
transport aircraft (the CN-23S or
similar) for the RMAF, to replace the
Caribous that are heine phased out;
•One squadron of utility helicopters for the RMAF, to replace a
simil• number of ageina lnd crashprone Nuris; and
•Fom--prefc:rlbly six-locally built
OPVS for the RMN, complele with
guns.
I dare say that even after buying
all this, the Minislry of Defence will
still have some "loose change" from
the $2.2 billion it foolishly wants to
spend on just two "all singing, all
dancins" warships!
Their colloaal COlt &f*1, there II'C
other rea10m why the two c:orvet&el
repeaenl exceedin&ly poor value for
money;
• At a time when all three Services badly need to replace old and
unserviceable equipment with new
ones, spending such a vut sum on
just two weapon platforms (i.e. warships) makes no economic or military
sense at all.
• At a time when all three Services badly need new weapons llld
equipment to match thole already in
service with neiJ.bbowin& .-med forca. the acquisition of just two corvettea - and huaely expensive ones at
that- will do next-to-nothins to off.et
the qualitative and numerical superiority of theae armed forces over
ours.
• At a time when funds for new
warfightins assets are dangerously
overmetched, spendins $2.2 billion
on just two corvettes will leave the
three Services with virtually nothin&
else to spend on. At leut not under

tbeSMP.
• At a time when all the talk is
about developing a balanced force
and enhancins the mobility and
fuepower of the armed forces, the
$2.2 billion to be spent on just two
corvettes will buy ua none of these.
Indeed, tbe d«lilloa to buy tbeiD at
tbe expeDM ~ ot111er IIIIOI"e thne-<ritieal weapons and equlpiDeat ariously llllldermiael elfona by our
military plaaacn to develop a
balaacecl aod credible ftcblinc
force; worse ltlll, adding these float.
inc Taj Maball to tbe RMN'a stable
ol equipment wiU aot prod~tte any

li&Dilkaat iacrea~e in the IDobillty
and lirepower of our armed forcea.
•Far from striking fear into
would-be enemies - that's the wtstated intention, is it not? - these horrendously overpriced corvettes will, I
feU', only send shivers of delight
down their spine. Why? Because for
all their 10phisticated combat syslema
and sensors, these ships are still vulnerable to attack from "inlelligent"
missiles. And with each vessel costing $1.1 billion, should the enemy be
complainina?
Two billion-plus ringgit may not
seem much to some people. But just
to put things into perspective: $2.2 billion repreaents Malaysia's total export
eU'Dinss from LNG in 1990. And
$2.2 billion is $1 billioa IDort than
what hu been allocated to the Mini.,_
lry of Science, Technolo&Y and Environment for capital expenditure
under the SMP.
In the light of what has been
raised in this letter, perhaps the
Defence Minister or his Secretary
General would care to explain why
the corvetle contract is being exclusively reserved for Yarrow ShiJ>builders; why the corvet&el stiU
constitute a "aood buy"; and why
there is this rush to buy them, no matler what the COil
The public deservea some explanation for what threalenS to be a
colossal waste of the taxpayers' hard
earned money. And on a scale unmatched since the BMF ScandiJ/.
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Ethnic Discrimination

t ia shameful that the Malaysian
government has to resort to ethnic
discrimination. There are many
examples of ethnic discrimination:
•The quota for ethnic Chinese
tobacco curers hu been reduced in

Kelantan.

•Rice mills are forced to close
down in Kedah.
• A $500 million fund has been
set up to help poor indigenous people.
What about the poor from other ethnic J!Oup57 Who wiU help them?
Don't blame the other ethnic
groups if they ace disloyal to the

present government which dilaiminates against them.

Let HooEng
SUNGAI PETANI

VIsit Pahang Year:
Tourtst Association Needed

F

or the tourism industry in
Plh.lng. the good news is that
1993 has been declared 'Visit Pahang
Ye~~'. The bad news is lhat with 1993
only ten sbort months away, the only
thing the private sector of the indusiJy
leel'l'll to be able to agree about - is to
disagree!

From time to time, we hear that
the stale government and the LKNP
IR going abead with various preparabolli, but as far as I know, the private
sector, because it has no umbreUa or-

sanization, has not had the opportunity to contribute to these
deliberations; nor has it been asked
about its views or problems.
It seems to be too busy to fand
time for any concerted effort for the
benefit of the industry in Pahang.
Other states have their own
tourist IIUOCiations which IR their
respective private secton'lobby to
their own state governments. Pahang
also had such 111 association some
time 110, called the Pah~n& Tourist
Association; this unfortunately was
killed through internecine conflicts
amongst its members and was struck
off by the Registrll' of Societies.
In 1989, an attempt was made to
revive the Pahang Tourist Association
in preparation for the Visit Malaysia
Ye... 1990. The LKNP offered their
JOOd offices to assist in the rerqistration of the association by the
Regislrv of Societies. A protem committee was also fonned under the
leadcnhip of the LKNP and a number
of preliminary meetings were held.
However, since the end of 1989, there
have been no further meetings, nor
has there been any further news
regarding the association's re-registration.
I susgeat that if we are soing to
make the Vasit Pahan& Y~ 1993 a
success, it it essential thai the private
sector of the towism industy in
Pahang has its own association. This
associaaion must be able to work to es-

tablish a common policy amongst its
members for the advantage of all. and
at the same time, speak with one
voice in putting across its views to the
state government effectively.
To achieve this, it is vital that organizations which have the most at
stake should have the loudest voice.
The proposed association is not going
to be successful if a member who has
invested several miUion ringgit is
given the same single vote as a member who has only invested a few
thousand
One way this could be overcome
is by having a multiple voting system
whereby the number of votes allocated to each member will depend on,
say, the paid-up capital for the previous yell' as recorded in each
organization's audited accountants.
1llese. however, are points which
can be discussed amongst the members; what is important now is that
Pahang gets its own tourist association quick:Jy as the 1993 deadline is
rapidly approaching.

SaijAstnl
KUANTAN

F(L)ood For Thought

I

enclose documents rellting an
insurance claim I made following a
flood in my IRL The Insurance people
say that I am not eligible to claim
because "it is an accumulation or water
and not a Oood, and the onus is on me
to prove that it is the direct cause of a
thtmda-storm."
Can your legal minds please
clarify and help me with this claim?

FIYUtCis Ng S K
SHAHAUM
Editor's Not~: This is not kgal advic~
but, as a malt~r of inurest, your
houseowfll!rs insuronc~ policy
(buildings) cov~rs damag~ caus~d by
''flood (including ov~rflow ofthe sea)
caus~d by earthquake or volcanic
~ruption or by hurrictJM, eyclOM,
typhoon or windstorms but excluding
loss or damag~ caused by subsidmu
or, /andslip ... It is intu~sting to
!Wl~ thai the word 'th~lf~Mrstorm' was
not specifically includ~d. Ufllkr the
heading 'G~neral Exceptions', your
policy stale.f Inter alia that it dnt!s nnt
cov~r ''flood or ov~rflow exc~pt as

Sf¥cifically i.nsur~d against by this
Policy". Thus, it appears thai
thundustorms which or~ the most
common CIJI,lSe offloods in Malaysia,
hove bun excluded from your policy.

Tamil Schools: The Real

Problem

0

r late there has been more talk
on Tll'nil sdlools that everbefore by the MIC, Tanil educationists,
ethnic Indian Organizations and most
recently by Samy VeUu, the MIC
presidenL Even the Deputy Education
Minister chipped in his share.
Tamil studies is no longer available at the University of Malaya, and
the teaching ofTarni1 in the real sense
ending in Standard Six, leaves Indian
Malaysians in a quandry. Previously
there were 1,700 odd Tamil schoos.
Today there are around 500 only. This
is most alarming as other vemaculll'
schools are increasing in number by
the year in line with the increase in
population.
If the MIC and Samy VeUu is
serious and honestly concerned, then
they should place more emphasis on
Tamil studies. Ethnic Indian populated !Ras should have a few secondary-level Tamil schools. Indian
academicians locally and abroad
could be invited to set up secondarylevel syUabuses in line with the
government's education policy on vernacular secondary schools. The
deterioraaing standard of the Tamil
language can be reversed by introducing Tamil literature and philosophy in
secondary schools.
The demand for TII'Dil has always
been there; what it needs is a new approach in areas such as teaching, business, education, music, art and
culture. MIC should be more honest
about the future of the Tamil language
and Tamil schools.
Karuppan Jolwr
JOHORBARU
P.S./ brought up this malter with the
Jolwr MIC. Grand applaus~ btlt no

tJCtion to dau.

H
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Tbole who obey tbe law
sbaU bave a voice In saying what
the law sbaU be.
• Cry of the Suffragetles

JUSTICE

The Politics of Logging
This Is the second In a
series of three articles on
Sarawak and native
peoples' struggles, by
JOHAN KENY ALANG.

The obJectives of these
articles are to Inform the
general public about the
situation In 5arawak to
correct misinformation
about the struggles of the
native peoples In
Sarawak, especially on
the land rights Issue; and
to present facts about
logging In Sarawak and
Its adverse Impact on the
native peoples.
n the earliez article, OIU LluuJ
tJNl 01lT Lije (Vol 12:5), we
have seen how the various Land
Codes and F<rest Ordinance eroded
R3live peoples' rights over their customary land ten we. The law is biased
against the native peoples. In the following article, Tlw Polilics of Logging, we shall see how the law is
interwined with two powerful,
urban-based foo:es- political power
and economic interest - to further
suppess native peoples' rights over
!heir land. But there is a glimmer of
hope; environmental consciousness
• well as concern over the native
peoples' struggles is gaining
momentwn.
A native tells the story of his
longhouse community:
"I am Gara Jalong, a Kenyah
from Long Geng in Sarawak. We
are a longhouse community.
A logging company began work
in the area in 1988. They agreed, in
writing to compensate us. But they

I

The
company's
. lawyers refuted ours and
other native communities'
right to the land: The company had a licence issued
by the government. It was
thus legal. But we stood
' ' fmn on our rights; it was
our land, our foreparents'
land and our children's
land.
When the company
failed. they brought in the
police. In July 1990, eight
of us were arrested. We
were kept in Kapil for 10
days. We were punched in
the lock-up and threatened
by the police. 1n court, the
Magistrate did not allow
us to say anything and
released us on a bond of
good behaviour.
In August 1990, 14
others were arrested and
they were sentenced to jail
~ torMts lllld ow
our only MUrCe of for six weeks each for
refusing to sign bonds of
never did. In 1989, they continued
good behaviour. These
logging and made more empty
sentences were later set aside by the
promises. They also logged ncar the
Sibu High Court. On 12 January
river, a tributary of the great
this year, two more persons were
Rejang.
arrested. Then 32 more. And then,
Then we found the water in the
another 10 more including myself.
river becoming like "Milo.., brown
On one occasion, we even
in colour. It could not be drunk
found that the timber workers had
straight from the river anymore.
poisoned the river water to catch
The flsh began to disappear.
fish. They used a worse poison than
There were no more animals in
tuba. The company refused to disthe forest after logging. It began to
cuss it. The police never took any
get more and more difficult to obaction against the company.
tain food.
We are still continuing our
We worried very much. We
blockades at the roads to the logthen decided to stop the logging;
ging areas. We want the governstop the company from destroying
ment to stop the logging and protect
all our land and water and our
our land. Our forests and rivers are
source of food. We began our
our only source of life. The com
blockade."
4

riY.,..,.
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Struggle for land and pow. aaou Sarawak: The battleground is millions of
hectaree of 1he rich•t for•ta in South-E•t Asill.

pany is killing them. This is not
development but destruction."

Development or Destruction?
Gara Jalong was sharing the
struggles of his longhouse community at the Malaysian Green
Conference this April in Kuala
Lumpur. His story bears testimony
to the core of the conflict between
native communities and loggers.
To date, more than 600 natives
have been arrested because of the
blockades they have put up to stop
uncontrolled logging by the timber
companies. Those arrested and
detained are recognized as heroes

by their communities, as expressed
through the Gawai Bujang Berani.
So far, two Gawais celebration
have been held which brought
together hundreds of representatives from the various indigenous communities to show
their support, solidarity and commitment towards actions to protect
their lives, their lands, their communities and their dignity.
However. the Chief Minister of
Sarawak, Abdul Taib Mahmud,
does not share the same view. He
sees the communities' opposition
as a passing phase in the development process.
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"Timber is our greatest transformer of the interi~ people. There
is a lot of upheaval tbat exposed a
lot of inCttt.ality in terms of needs
... but the benefits will come later,"
he stated in an interview with The
Asian Wall Street Journal on
February 7, 1990.
But who gets the benefits? It is
an open fact that the forests have
already rewarded lucratively a
small number of politicians and
business tycoons in control of
Sarawak's timber industry.
One such person is no other than
Taib himself who lives in a very
well-guarded palatial house and
moves around in his cream
coloured Rolls-Royce. During the
Sarawak state election campaign in
1987, Taib's political rival, his
uncle Abdul Rahman Ya'kub disclosed that Taib's relatives and
political allies held 1.6 million hectares or about one third of the state's
timber concessions.
Another example is Senat~
Tiong who heads a Sibu-based
family that trades more than $185
million in timber business a year.
The Tiong family's Rimbunan
Hijau took in about M$2 billion in
revenue between the years 1976
and 1987.
It is thus not surprising that
Tiong is seen as one of the largest
private timber concessionaires in
the world. His 800,000 hectare timber empire of concessions and logging contracts includes the forests
at Uma Bawang, where the ftrSt
blockades were set up. Tiong's
partners in the concession are
Taib's sister, the state government
and a private Islamic foundation
and another senator.
Then there is also Amar James
Wong, Sarawak's Environment
Minister, who owns one of the
state's largest timber companies,
i.e. Limbang Trading. Since 1987,
hundreds of Penans and Kelabit natives at Long Napir in Limbang.
Miri Division have set up blockades to stop Amar Wong's com-

pany from logging the forest further.
Amar Wong took legal action in
August 1987 to remove the blockade but the natives have continued
their resistance. It is indeed ironical
that a timber tycoon, owning more
than 100,000 hectares of timber
concessions in Lim bang and who is
responsible for large scale forest
destruction, should become Environment Minister responsible for
protecting forests, flora and fauna!
However, Wong in his statements to the media, has claimed
that logging did not damage the
forest; that after five years there
would be no difference between a
logged forest and primary forest
and that there would be more trees
and wildlife in the forest after logging.
But the reality is quite something else. It takes· at least fifty
years to regenerate a tropical rainforest and even then, it will never
be like the original forest because
of the destructive way it is logged
now. Proper sustainable logging

practices are not being practised in
Sarawak or Sabah.
Amar Wong's statements, however, reveal how personal interests,
economic gain and politics merge
in unholy trinity in the protracted
struggle for land and power across
Sarawak. The battleground is 9.4
million hectares of the richest forest
in South-East Asia.
Logging is indeed big money.
In 1990, the timber industry earned
about M$3.36 billion or31% of the
state's total income. It is common
knowledge that having a timber
licence is the easiest, the fastest and
even the most assured means to become rich in Sarawak. The state
government claims that the timber
industry provides employment to
65,000 people; but more than one
third are migrant workers and the
employees' shareofthebenefitsaccounts for less than 4% of the total
gross income earned from the sale
of timber.
The logging boom has accelerated with production doubling
in the last ten years to an estimated
15.4 million cubic metres in 1990.
For the same year, 80 to
90 per cent of the logs
were exported to Japan,
Taiwan, South Korea,
China and Hong Kong.
At the
current
production rate of 18.2
cubic metres per year,
our primary forest will
be depleted in less than
eight years! The World
Bank in its review on the
Malaysian forest sector
(The Asian Timber,
February 1991) revealed
that forests in Sarawak
are being logged at least
four times faster than the
sustainable level.
The state government, however, argues
that it has to make its
land productive. Thus
there is a need to exploit
the wealth in the forests
SariiWak Chief Minist• Taib: Holding the lion's
to develop the state, to
ehare of lhe state's timber conCMsione.
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make roads into the interior and to
put cash into the pockets of the poor
natives.
The reality reflects a different
story. As the timber industry, back- .
ed by the State machinery
penetrates into the interior, it plunges natives into a cash economy
that hardly benefits them.
The process denies the people
their land rights; destroys their
source of food while increasing the
level of malnutrition, breaks up
their social relationships and their
communities; pollutes rivers with
silt and chemicals; destroys watersheds; frightens away forest
animals and insects; destroys trees,
jungle plants and soil.
ForcommunitiessuchasGara's
the bulldozing of the forest and
destructive logging currently going
on is akin to the bulldozing of their
very homes and workplaces with
resulting in whole communities
being forced out of the forests into
waged labour and poverty.
Sarawak has another rich
resource - petroleum. Sarawak in
fact produces one third of
Malaysia's crude oil and gas. But
the state gets only 5% of the
revenue from oil since oil and gas
come under federal jurisdiction.
Most of the value of Sarawak's
oil and gas resources go towards
meeting development costs in other
parts of Malaysia particularly the
west coast of Peninsular Malaysia.
It is said that if the federal government increased the amount by 3%,
Sarawak would not need to exploit
its forests in the way it does now.
However the political leaders of
Sarawak are quite happy with the
current arrangement as it gives
them a great opportunity to become
wealthy.

Where is Justice?
The legal and economic interests of commercial loggers have intensified the conflict with local
communities. Legal disputes have
piled up in the courts. Natives are

finding it increasingly difinterfere with the use of
ficult to win their cases in
· their sempadan and cuscourt.
tomary land by the comGiven the present
pany. They and the Penans
political set-up, it is highly
cannot lodge any comunlikely that there will be
plaints in respect of pollurefonns in the timbu intion of drinking water etc.
dustry or laws governing
The longhouse comnative land rights. Clearly,
munity had to refund all
the web of economic and
monies paid and to "pay
political interests envelopdamages to the company in
ing the lucrative timber inthe event of any breach of
dustry will only worsen the
the tenns and conditions of
situation.
this Agreement by any of
Worse still, the current
the wakillonghouse or any
forest policy is geared
of the anak bialc of the lontowards
meeting
the
ghouse." The whole agreedemands of the timber inment was written in
dustry. New legislation has
English, a language alien
to the longhouse leaders.
been introduced such as
Forest
concessions
Section 908 of the Sarawak
have been given in lands
Forest Ordinance and ...........~.-:
forest policies amended to
which traditionally fall
benefit those in the timber
within their sempadan,
industry, whether directly
without their knowledge.
. .
p..,. MC up a bloc:bde: Aneetld nalivee . . lncing It next
The
bitter truth is brought
or mdirectly.
to imposaible to win leg• I'M,... given the preeent poitk.l
home to them only when
Many of the cases filed Mt-up.
they see bulldozers and
by ~ nativ~ ov~ the~
The Sarawak Land Code
tractors levelling their farms, openland ':lghts a~amst ~m~r licencees
(Sarawak Cap. 81) recognizes cusing roads through their property
~ sllll pendmg. llts ~ttma~d that
tomary rights to land and is
and
polluting their waters.
tt would take the nabv.e hllgants
enshrined as a basic principle. CusAttempts
by the Orang Ulu
some 12y~beforetherrcasesare
tomary land tenure provided and
communities
for
communal forest
finally dectded upon. By the~ th~
entitled anyone who cultivated the
reserves
have
either
been ignored
11
forests would ~ depleted .. Will
land with rights to the use of the
or
rejected.
Since
1968,
the area
then ~orne a fall accompli for the
land. Thus usufructuary rights and
under
Communal
Land
forest
has
loggers.
.
communal ownership overrode
shrunk
from
303
sq
km
to
less
than
10
At the peak of the blocakdes,
private ownership. But this concept
50 sq km. The communal forests
Nov.em~ 1987, the Sarawak and right has been completely ighave been drasticaUy reduced by
Legtslattve ~mbly ~d an
nored b the authorities.
90%.
y
amendment adding Section 90B to
theSarawakForestOrdinance 1953
Numerous appeals to the
The authorities have not only
Cap. 126 making it an offence for
~uthorities by the natives have ~n
arrested natives who set up bar·
anyone to put up barricades along
1gnored. In fact many co~mumll~
ricades under the Forest Ordinance
logging roads even if they are on
have been ~ad~ to stgn un~:ur
but have begun to detain natives
native customary land. Subagreements wtth hmber com~mes.
and activists under laws that prcr
sequently, natives who erected barOne s~ch agreement was wtth the
vide detention without trial such as
ricades were charged and/or
Kelabtt leaders and Wan Abdul
the Internal Security Act of 1960
brought to court and many more
Rahman Timber Sdn Bhd.
and the Emergency (Public Order
and Prevention of Crime) Orhad confrontations with the police.
Among other things in the
The amendment curbs the right
Agreement, the Kelabit leaders
dinance of 1969. Political corrupof the people to protect their cuswere to allow the company to enter
tion combined with the quest for
tomary land. Wcne, it has allowed
capital accumulation provides the
their sempadan (village boundary)
timbu companies to freely trespass
without any hindrance whatsoever.
greatest stumbling block to the
emergence of genuine sustainable
on native land, causing tremendous
The company agreed to pay
forest policies and the recognition
damagetotheland. Whereisjustice
$10,000 per year. However, under
for the natives?
the agreement, the people cannot
of native customary land rights.+
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Another participant. Dewan Bandaraya Kuala
Lumpur, appeared to be quite WlCiear on the concept.
Correct me if I am wrong, but I simply cannot see the
connection between nature and winning the Thomas
Cup. The DBKL float, depicting the return of the
Thomas Cup after 25 years in the badminton wilderness
showed that the Datuk Bandar has still not retwned to
earth from his euphoria. He is obviously still floating
and gloating somewhere up there- sudahlah Tan Sri!
Meanwhile our poa badminton champs were
dragged out yet again to entertain the crowd for they
were part of the parade. By the end of the yea-, they
should be as accomplished as the Queen of England at
public smiling and hand waving.

~

•

SAYING IT (DISHONESTLY)
WITH FLOWERS

A

lthough huge sums of money were splashed on

~Floral Parade 1992, it could only be de~ribcd
as a second-m&e copycat of the Rose Bowl Parade in
Pasadena. The p3l'3de through the nicer parts of Kuala
Lumpur (where there are no squatter settlements to mar
the view) is among the wilder ideas by the Tourist
Development Corporation to attract visitors to our land.
The theme of the parade was"Nature, Our Heritage"
- ironic really in view of what is happening to our forests
and the older parts of our cities and towns. And just f<X"
the sake of a trophy, some participants scaled untold
heights in misleading spectalors about their state.
One of the big llilrs was Penang which won the
grand p-ize - it just goes to show that honesty does not
JXlY. The floral Ooot from Pcnang was an elaborate
por1tayal of marine life complete with colourful fishes
and C<X"als, oyster-cwn-pearl, vegetables and fruits.
Admittedly, flowers and fruits are to be found in
abundance in Penang, but the only creatures which can
saill Slrive without cholcing around Penang's polluled
wa&ers are cockles and we all know what cockles thrive
on.
At least, Thailand was a little more honest,
preferring to highlight its historical grand palace.
Equally honest was Petronas which depicted an octopus
pen:hed on a rock and spreading its greedy tentacles all
over. F<X" that is what the national oil company is like in
real life. And did Sabah 's t1oral representation of a
gargantuan aab symbolize its current crabby feelings
towards certain Federal leaders?

•••
IN THE RED

M

alaysia is riding high - in the list of credit card
frauds! This w~ recently revealed by the vicepresident of Mastercard International, Stuart McDonald. Malaysia accounted for 22.9 per cent
Mastercard International's card fraud losses last year
and 12.3 per cent in the first five months this year. As a
result, map card issuers in Europe are now very
cautious about cards from these parts.
The cases of Malaysian Mastercard fraud ranged
from fraudulent applications to counterfeiting. The
former indicates a certain laxity in approving
applications for credit cards, a trend that reached
ridiculous proportions two years ago when issuing
houses were doing their damest to win as many
cardholders as possible.
The news created quite a nwnber of red f~es. the
brightest red perhaps being found on the face of the CEO
of MBF Holdings whose company holds the franchise
f<X" Mastercard here.

• ••
ANOTHER TYPE OF TITLE-CHASING
tis said that Samy VeUu now takes greater pride in
wife than~ swell hairdo and swanky suits. This
after she was awarded the dubious title of
..International Woman of The Year 1991" by some
chicag~bascd organi.zation known as the Inlemational
American Friendship Society.
The award to Datin Scri Dr Indrani Samy VeUu
(don't ask me where she got the title of Dr n<X" why,
being the wife of the leader of the Indian community,
she opts f<X" the western practice of using her husband's
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.-e) Oily a.t lo fJ'Iblic auealion whell TtJWiil NUOII
b * - ..._ adlia tbe EnaWD papers congralulabnJ
Ia". By are Wllf, r.ar N~SQit .is 11e moudlpiece ti ta
,t
gfp1 .S
ia dlairJnan of the papei''S board ti
diRdon.
.

*

Tile 9""8io- 011 die tip of eYt'J)'OIIe's lOngue was
.... laad - done 10 delcne lhe distinction of
laetaMioul Woman (){TheYea. One is not~ &life
llal done ill dae name ti Malaysian women
-.:11 Jr. lldi3ll women. It can only be surmised ~fa
cilia
~ her t.b]haod must have been exlremdy
. . . . . . . . . bad"' lotis IOCiety in OUcago fa-them
1to 0011e .., rill IUCh an ~ ~ of her.
Patllplllliey WCR fd"errins lo Ia tupab ooUection of
IIIIa or Ia Clql.lisile may of jewellery a- both.
!Wtawtlile. Samy, in a ralhcr intetesling interview
widt The Slor, complained of bcing harassed no end by
all JOltS of tRJuble.. makm and frimds (be still an tell
a.- .-:t) o.er tae 10 miJiioa Telckom-Maib shil'e
IICMbl. He aid two ti his 1tft.e Falipina maids (three
.aid&! -.y, •y!) raa off because of aD the pe*y
~ loJiis fabulous homeRing whether he had
beta tate in bf De ACA. Actually his maids ran off
hecaileAieyclid~ wish 1o be associ:a:d wilh someone
.ter~ by lhe ACA
IB bc:twca claiming oOOit fa- a whole load oC olher
dubioul a:iUcii'CIIleJIIIS and disclaiming responsibility
for fialcol sudlas the MJED loaety, he also~
llliAalcJf in lhe iNaview as a slippery cat-fiSh that was
"hannlo ca::b" (is lhal a chalJenge 1o the ACA?). He
could c:enainly have found a less inapppropriale
cbaiption considmng the !D1 oC places that the
~ times in and lhe Sluff it likes 1o feed on. Well,
muddy wMcr has a way of f.llding iiS own muddy level.

_.... *
*

•••
SGA (SOUR GRAPES AGAIN)

'l'1he Prime MW.slcr ti England is said to be cooL sidcring a far- reaching revamp oC the honours
l)'ltml. A ..merib:ralic shake-up" is said to be in lhe

works as part of John Major's classless society. He
wadd like 10 liCe honours go 10 people who have gone
out of lheir way 10 ICIVC the community in contrast to
diOie already paid to do so (ahem! that means those civil
ICmiiU who bow and scrape behind their political
ltaden aU the way to a tide, not 1o mention diplomats
whom no one really knows do what).
Thole among lhe British who have none (meaning
a tide) lake pc:rvene delight in poking fun at the ribbons
and metal bigs that some people coUect They (lhe
haves-no&) refer 10 the KCMG as Kindly Call Me God;
the GCMG as God CAlls Me God; OBE as Other

Bogen' Fiforts and the hwnble MBE as MuddJe,
Brain and Effort.
Apparently lhe way the British honours are handed
out is not less shameful than the way we do ours. This
is one area of civic life that the Americans can be
excqltionally poud oC ~ they have done without it
while lhe French and Gennan honours systems are said
to be ITO'e meritocratic, with a republican and civic
elhos. The idea oC abolishing the system here is as
pcmible ~the govenvncnt agreeing to abolish the ISA
There is slim chance oC any such thing happening as
long u lhere are people willing (and~) enough
10 pay fa- snobbery.
Some naive fellow decb'ed that he w~ sure that
those who accepted all these fancy titles actually
reg:wded the esteem oC colleagues and friends ~ being
worth far more. For that remark., I shall confer on him
the tide oCGMAB (Give Me A Break.!). But I will only
give him the tide when he makes a contribution to my
party (not the polilical but the fun !01) or a charity of
my choice (namely me).

•••
TELLY MORONS
'~"'he Minis1er of Information is threalening 1o JmS
L new legislation in that circus known as Parliament
to compel TV owners to renew tbeir licences or lose
their tcllies. He is JXOpOSing legis136on thai would
empower the Ministry 1o seize TV sets of those who
continue to resist renewing their TV licences. It sounds
lilre anolher oC his more silly ideas as he would have to
employ hundreds of officers to cart away hc:lvy TV sets
and build warehouses to SkX'e them.
However, some people disagree that it is a
hare-brain idea. They think it is the best thing the
Minisaer has yet to cook up. The Minis&er, they said,
would be doing them a favour by taking away their sets
considering some of the garbage being screened.
Parents, especially those who have lost control over
their kids' entertainment habilS· are particularly
delighted because trends in lhe US indicate 1h:lt the
television viewing habits oC American children have
resulled in their doing poorly in school.
According to a study, children who watched less TV
did better and could even read compared to their TV
addict counlerJXlrls. It is not surprising why some
American children are turning into TV morons
considering some oC the mindless progmmmes they get
to wa&ch and which-our TV stations are equally fond of
buying fa- local viewing. Are we also turning into
clones of such American morons since so many of us
eat American food, buy American f~ion, lislen to
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American music and even speak like Americans
(lxu1icularty ow newscasaers).

•••
OVER THE HILL, BUT ONTO AN
ISLAND

S

ome months ago, the Friends ofPenang Hill found
themselves waging w• with Friends In High
Places. The developer who had drooled ovecthe thought
of turning Penang's green hills into c.t in&emational
holiday resm had come intoiOwn handing outangpows
to charities (how patronizing can one get!) and wooing
the politicians of the day. AU these IUmed to nought
thanks to the publicity and awareness genernted by the
Friends of Pcnang Hill and of course, the will of the
Penang people.
- _,

-

- --

-··

:J

group, this time, the Friends of Pulau Redang. I can only
tJl3( this developer knows what he is up against
because those who have had the opportunity to
experience the unique heritage oCPulau Redang would
certainJy rile against what the developer has in mind for
the island.
1
But it may not be so easy this time for the Friends '
of Pulau Redang since the environmental impact
~~ ~ been appoved by the DOE given the
absence of c.ty objection from the public. Still the
Friend~ oC Pulau Redang is not conceding defeat despite
the knowledge that the developer's boast of having
Friends in High Places is no mere boasl
The chap does appear to have friends in the highest
of places, namely the PM The so-called "friendship"
was recently given prominence in a local newspaper in
which the developer has shares. I wonder whether the
PM knows he is being made use of. The PM should
certainly be more careful since one of tlJOse who used
10 boast oC his close fricndstup with the PM ended up in
a prison cell albeit with a waterbcd and unlimited time
off to visit his family and run the family business.
hope

•••

-

~
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HE AIN'T HEAVY, HE'S MY
BROTHER (AND A MINISTER TOO)

rJ'1hece w~ a very interesting interview with a local
..L tycoon who had made some son of reputation for

\

\

\
\

The same developer, having lost the hill, is now
hoping to win an island, that is Pulau Redl¥\g where
some of the most beautiful corals in the world are to be

found. Unfor1Unately he is facing tremendous public
hoslility to his plan to turn Pulau Redang iniO, what else,
but another international holiday resm (originality is

not one of his assets).
Having found that giving angpows to the
handicapped and the mentally retarded to be quiae futile
in auaining his objectives, he is now wooing top
newspapel' editors in Kuala Lumpur, hoping that they
will he_, oountcrtheadverse publicity he is getting from
one project 10 the nexl
Having been out-manoeuvred by the Friends of
Palang Hill, he is now facing yet another environmental

himself in taking over ailing companies for a song and
then turning them around for a windfall. The companies
he had bought for a song include Rock Olemical Industries and the Copper mine in Mamut (where it is
conunon knowledge that the money lies in gold as a
by-product radter Chan
The chap, who has made a pile in the mining
~. is at pains to stress that his kid brother, who
happens 10 be the Minister of Primary Industries, has
N01HING to do with il Why, he has nevec even been
to his Minister brother's offiCe. Neither did he obtain
any mining licences (and let me tell you, they are as
!af'Ce as gold) because they came with the companies
he took. ovec.
His success as a miner is entirely due to his own
merit, he declared. He is either a good story-teller and
actor in one or a fool to expect us 10 believe that little
brother did not lend a hand with a wink here and a nudge
there when necessary especially when dealing with
people ~ calculaling as bankers. Big business these
days, Wlf~y. calls for big friends (and preferably
brothers) in high places.+
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A friend of ALIRAN is a friend of truth and justice•••

AN APPEAL
What Is AURAN?
AURAN was formed 15 years ago as a

non-

partisan. non-sectarian organization devoted
to social education. It Is not Mnked to any political party. trade l.nlon or any other Interested
grot.ps and neither Is It Involved In electoral

poi""'r:"'
II

population. are almost Invariably educated
only In Malay and It Is Important that 1hey be
Included In our audience. for It Is 1hey who wiN
decide 1he futu"e of Malaysia.
OUr applcatlon to start a monthly pubMcatlon In Bahasa Malaysia. 1he language under·
stood by the mqortty In this country. was
repeatecly rejected In spite of appeals to the
highest cout. Anally after waiting for over 8
years. OLf permit was approved In eat1y 1991.
We were 1hen able to lot.xlch ou ftrst Ma}alah
In March 1991.
After a year In 1he rnca1<et It Is now OJ>
parent that we have overstretched OU' resources to produce the Mo]alah In tandem with
the English publication. the A/Iron Monthly.
The whole organization has only ttvee paid
employees and the publications are
produced by a team of volunteers. Up to

ALIRAN Is multl-eftvllc In Its phll050phy,
polcles and programmes. We are relentless In
ou- endeavours to speak out for truth. just1ce.
freedom and solidarity. We aspire to achieve
UNITY 1tvough education which highlights
corrmon values and Ideals wNch lie at the
core of every religion. To bring about such a
consdousness. ALIRAN has frequently organized talks. ton.ms. seminars. One such
seminar was on ·The Hli'TlCJn Being: Perspectives from Different Spiritual Tradlttons• f<*
lowed by Its recent publication.

The A/Iran Monthly
The written word. via the A/Iron Monthly
has been a very Important avenue of spreadIng OU' vtews. It was started In 1980 as a
quarterly and has grown Into a monthly with a
cl'CIJafton of 15.(XX) and an estimated readership of about 25.(X)() among the English-speak-'
lng middle-class. It covers all major Issues of
plbllc Interest. both local and foreign. It Is the
orly ptblk::atlon of Its type which makes a fa..
and U'lCOmpromislng analysis of Issues. no
matter what the outcome.

The Majalah A/Iran
The need for a Bahasa Malaysia monthly
was felt a long time ago. More and more
Malaysklns are fluent only In the National Language and we ~It that we were not reaching
out to them partlcOOrly In the rural areas. The
YOll'lg. another Important segment of the

recent ttme. this has been OLf SOU'ce of
strength tx.tt having to produce two
magazines In two dfferent languages monthly
Is proW1g to be quite beyond OU' present

capacity.

What Do We Need
i11992?
After a great deal of delberatlon.lt \II/OS
decided that a constJtant ec1tcr wll be
needed to assist In the producfton of the
Bahasa Malaysia magazjne.
In addifton. we need to 8fT1Jioy a rnca1<etlng person to develop and ~ove the sales
of the A/Iron Monthly-and the Mo}aloh
1hr'ougl better dstrlbullon. clsploy and prOmo-

non.

Based on cl.l'rent rnca1<et conditions we estimate that we need an annual budget of
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S20.cxx> to employ these two key persons. We
expect that wt1h the geoter professlonallsm.
the pt.dcotton woUc:f ocNeve the desired clrcoo1ton and develope the ftnanc1af strength
to be self-IUfftcient n the near fUtlle.

Milt Did"" Rlllss
ln19911

well wishers who chtfr1sh and chc:Jrr4>lon the
same Ideals
aspirations of AURAN.
Help us to serve you better. Please make a
contr1butlon. A friend of ALIAAN II a friend of
truth and justice.
FOf' VOll convenience. a pre-paid telf-<lddrQSSed envalope Is endoled.

and

lhe year 1991 hcJs been a IUCcessful ye01
on flnd rc::Mlg. A total un of $31.171-80 waa
rolled from lrdMduall from al wales of lte.
from prominent flglftl both the~ and
prtvale leCtor 01 'W8II (JI from Oll' membeR.

n

W.'INOUidlce to tatce . . ~to

~- Oll' lllr'lc-.1hanlcl once again to

eaahCI"'d~whomade a con1riJuo

1on. nomattw how naL

\Wh h money aOIIId weweee able to
W,orww~"""'kllll'Pfhf«and

ottwr.-:r••art~forht

.._lh.
t.,..

~dlw

ondlw

W.alloen.,.da~to

Qlll

~WCIII.IIoad;;.fllaltO( . .

UldaaiiD..wt

and

What the name
means
"ALlRAN in our national
langua!}fl mNns 'flow·...
TM flow of ALIRAN icJNs is
like tM flow of water. Water is
wMre life originated. h is the
soiXCe of life itself. As an
elemfKit, it has tremendous
importanc11 in each and evety
one of the great spiritual
traditions. Water is soft, it is
gentle and yet it is water that
erod9s stones and roclcs. .. •

I wish to donate to ALIA AN M$ ..........................................................................................
cheque / postal order I money order no: ..........................................................................
Name: ................................................................................................................................. .
Address: ............................................................................................................................. .

Send your donations to:
The Treasurer

All RAN
P 0 Box 1049
10830 Penang
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AURAN MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION FORM
A/iran Monthly

Mr/Mrs/Miss

A Gift
of one publication
of your choice if
you
subscribe

Address

[ 11 year'SSubscription ($15.50)*
[ 12 years' subscription ($30.50)*

NOW

• Includes $0.50 for outstation cheques

[ I Songs of Humanity

I enclose money order/postal order/cheque no.................................................. ..
dated ............................................for the sum of $................................................
as payment for my subscription and a further un of$...-....................................
as donation ~ Aliran.
Send this form and payment to
ALJRAN DISTRIBUTION BUREAU
PO BOX1049
10830 PENANG

[ 1Thean Teik: The Other Side of
Development
Offer Vahd only while stocks last'

.••••......•••••••••••••••••.....••••••••....•.•.....•••••••••....•••..•...•.......••..........•.......•...
························································································ · ··················~

ALIRAN PUBLICATIONS

[ I Reflections on the Malaysian Constitution
[ I Aliran il Pictures
[ I Nation on Trial
[ I NEP • Development & Alternative
Consciousness
[ 1Challenges & Choices in Malaysian Politics
and Society
[ I The Hoolan Being· Perspectives from
Different Spiritual Traditions
( I Whose War? What Peace? • Reftections on
the Gulf Conftict
Send this order and payment to:
ALJRAN DISTRIBliTION BUREAU
PO BOX 1049
10830 PENANG

PRICE

$12.00
$5.00
$12.00
$12.00

ALIRAN TAPES

[ I Development for Whom?
[ I Oppose OSA • Official Secrets Act
[ I Challenges Facilg Asia

( 1Who's Destroying the Rukunegara

PRICE
$5.50

$5.50
$5.50
$7.85

$17.00
$12.00
$8.00

Special Discount for

Aliran Monthly Readers
[ ) Pay only $8.00 for 3 books
• Arms Race - $5.00(Nonna price)
• Corruplon - $4.()0(Nonnal price)
• Oialogul on Democ:rclcY •$3.00(Normal price)

ALIRAN PUBLICATIONS & TAPES ORDER FORM
Mr/Mrs/Miss

Address

I enclose money order/postal order/cheque no.....................dated......................for the sum of$..........................................
• Please include 50 sen for bank commission for outstation cheques.
• For local orders, prices quoted are inclusive of postage
• For overseas orders, prices quoted in US$. Add 20% of total order for surface mail and 100% of total order for airmail.

········•••····································•···························································
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Religion

Hudud: Central to Islant?
The proponents of Hudud
laws have created the
Impression that such
laws are central to Islam.
But CHANDRA
MUZAFFAR points out
that an unthinking,
uncritical acceptance of
each and every aspect of
Hudud and Sharlah would
be disastrous for the
Muslim community.
he proponents of Hudud laws
have created the erroneous
impression that Hudud laws
.e cenlral to Islam, that they define
lhe character and identity of an Js..
Iamie stale and society.
If we examine the growth and
spread of Islam, how Islamic
civilization sustained its dynamic
spirit for centuries, and what led to
its eventual decline, we get a different picture of the role of Hudud
in the religion.
The spread of Islam from Spain
to China within a hundred years of
Prophet Muhammad's death - more
rapid than the spread of any other
religion in history - was not due to
some inherent attraction to Hudud
laws. Islam came as a liberator to
all soos of people suffering from
oppression and persecution. This
was bow the religion was perceived
by the Persians for instance, just as
it brought a measure of equality to
the Egyptians who for centuries had
been groaning under the yoke of
unjust social structures maintained
by the Greeks and Romans. The
promise of justice, equality and
freedom , enhanced no doubt by the
compassion and tolerance of Sufi
saints, played a major role in the

diffusion of Islam as a faith, an
ideology and a way of life. Or, in
the words of H.G. Wells, "Islam
prevailed because it was the best
social and political order the times
could offer. It prevailed because
everywhere it found politically
apathetic peoples, robbed, oppressed, buUied. uneducated and
unorganized and it found selfish
and unsound governments out of
touch with any people at all. It was
the broadest, freshest and cleanest
political idea that had yet come into

actual activity in the world and it
offered bcUer tenns than any other '
to the masses of mankind...
It was primarily because of
what it did for human dignity and
social justice that Islam flourished
as a great world civilization between the eighth and fourteenth
centuries. There was, however,
another reason too. At its zenith,
Islam exercised overwhelming
command over all types of
knowledge. A vast COIJ>US of
knowledge applied to commerce

T

From Sf*n 8nd c:tOMinslh continents, ..,.,.. came •llb.ator to the

opp.......,

penecuted ~.
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and the economy, science and
education, the military and administration gave Islamic civilization the strength ,and resilience to
withstand various trials and tribulations. Hudud, essentially modes of
punishment
associated
with
criminal law, cannot claim to have
helped preserve the quintessence of
Islamic civilization.
Even the decline of Islamic
civilization has no direct or indirect
link to the observance or non-<»servance of Hudud laws. As distinguished Muslim thinkers like Shah
Waliullah have pointed out. elite
corruption and oppression, apart
from the devastation wrought by
external invasions, were largely
responsible for the downfall of
Muslim empires in history. It is
worth noting that most of these empires and kingdoms faithfully carried outHududordinances. Butthis
could not save them from decline
and dissolution since they had
ceased to be loyal to the fundamental spirit of justice embodied in the
Quran.
In fact, there are a few examples
of Muslim regimes today which adhere strictly to Hudud and certain
other aspects of the Shariah (Islamic law) and yet their people
remain trapped in poverty, ignorance and ill health. One of these
Hudud oriented societies in West
Asia has an incredibly high rate of
illiteracy, in spite of its huge oil
revenue. It is also totally autocratic,
does not observe even minimal
public accountability and denies
the ordinary people any form of
participation in government. The
ills of this and other Muslim
societies cannot be overcome
through the mere imposition of
Hududlaws.
Though it is only too obvious
that the colossal challenges confronting most Muslim societies
today ranging from poverty and exploitation to authoritarianism and
foreign domination cannot be
resolved through the promulgation
of Hudud ordinances, a significant

segment of the U/ama continues to
believe that allegiance to these laws
demonstrates fidelity to the f~th.
This is why they are even prepared
to label as 'Murtad' (apostates)
those who question the relevance of
Hudud to the eternal Islamic mission of protecting human dignity
and promoting social justice.
To understand this attitude of
the U lama one has to reflect upon
the dominant character of Islamic
thought at this juncture in history.
The vast majority of Ulama,
whatever their sect or inclination,
adopt a legalistic, traditionalist approach to Islam. Laws- not universal values or eternal principles - in
their opinion, embody the sanctity
of the religion. It explains why laws
- though only about 300 out of 6666
verses in the Quran deal with
various types of laws- are given so
much prominence in the writings of
the Ulama. By over emphasizing
laws, the Ulama, who alone exercise authority over interpretation,
enhance their own power. It is a
power derived to a great extent
from their role as the custodians of
the whole tradition of Islamic law,
the Shariah. And, in applying the
Shariah to the contemporary situation, the Ulama invariably adopt an
unthinking, uncritical approach.
Consequently, the Shariah in its entirety, and not just its Quranic root.
is seen as divine and sacred. Indeed,
there are rules and regulations in
the Shariah, including some pertaining to Hudud, which are not in
consonance with either the letter or
the spirit of the Quran. For instance,
the Quran does not prescribe any
specific punishment for sukr (intoxication) but Hudud laws do.
Similarly, the Quran does not lay
out any punishment for apostasy,
though it condemns it in the
strongest terms. In Hudud, it is
punishable by death. It is signifacant that most Muslims today
accepttheseHududpunishmentsas
divinely ordained. It goes to show
that in reality legalist. traditionalist
Islam has a more powerful grip
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upon the Muslim mind than the
Quran itself.
This is not an accident. It is a
product of both history and contemporary developments. As the compassion and egalitarianism of early
Islam slowly declined, Muslim
rulers sought to legitimize their
power through the manipulation of
Islamic forms, symbols and laws.
Very often, the Ulama who served
these rulers helped to buttress the
latter's authority by formulating
harsher modes of punishment for
certain crimes or by providing more
rigid interpretations to existing
laws which often went beyond what
the Quran, the primary source of
legislation in Islam, and the Sunna,
its ancillary source, had intended in
the first place. Consequently, a certain rigidity began to develop vis-avis the Shariah and public
administration.
The situation was exacerbated
by a catastrophic event which had a
profound impact upon the entire
development oflslamic civilization
after the thirteenth century. This
was the wanton destruction of
Baghdad in 1258 by the Tartars led
by Hulagu Khan. Baghdad was not
only the greatest centre of learning
in the Muslim world. In its time, it
was undoubtedly a beacon of
knowledge for the whole world.
According to the Sri Lankan jurist
and scholar. C. G. Weeramantry,
"the great House of Learning
(library) in Baghdad accommodated 800,000 volumes." But
once the devastation took place, the
spirit of learning and inquiry. of
research and scholarship began to
wane. For it was not just Baghdad
which was destroyed. The Tartars,
in an earlier wave of attacks, had
annihilated other illustrious centres
of art, culture and learning like
Bukhara, Khwarizm, Samarkand,
Balkh, Merv and Nishapur. As a
result of all these invasions which
"shook the world of Islam to its
very foundations", a conservative
mood took root within Muslim
communities in that part of the

world. Because they had
view "that each generation,
lost so much of their intelguided but unhampered by
lectual
and
cultural
the work of its predecesheritage, they were detersors, should be pennitted to
solve its own problems in
mined to preserve and
proleet what was left. They
accordance with the level of
became afraid of refonn and
its consciousness and the
demands of the time." For
change. lbey were relucIqbal such an approach to
tant to question the wisdom
of certain laws in the
the Shariah was imporbnt
Shariah formulated by their
since the Quran itself
Ulama.
teaches that life is a process
of progressive creation.
Another major setback
occurred a few centuries
Like Waliullah and
later. 1be colonization of
Iqbal, Ali Shariati was also
almost the entire Muslim
very critical of ' traditional,
w<rld by Western powers
fonnalistic Islam'. He
starting from the sixteenth
wanted to liberate the
century onwards, further
religion from the grip of
strengthened the conservathose Ulama "who had imtive trend within the
prisoned Islam by monoporeligion. Having lost co~
lizing
it."
Another
trol over their lands and
contemporary
thinker,
Muhammad Arkoun has
their destinies, Muslims be- •
came very cautious towards
often lamented in his writideas and practices from
ings that "the general Isalien sources which might
Iamie consciousness ...
erode their collective iden- e.ty too1e UMd in hlludm world tor diMction end
remains
content
with
dogma."
tity as a religious com- aurgery: .._commend of lcn~•dge end noupplic:ation of
munity.
Hudud a.w. 8ttnlcted the,..... to h faith.
It is because of this conThis fear of losing their identity
every aspect of Hudud and Shariah.
sciousness that the Ulama and their
has become even more pronounced
Such an attitude will be disastrous
followers insist upon the imfor the Muslim community. For
plementationofHududlawsasthey
in the post-colonial period. It is a
fe. which is not withoutjustificathere are elements in the Shariah
are. But, as another recent thinker,
connected with basic human rights,
noted for his brilliant scholarship,
lion. For Western domination and
control of Muslim societies conthe role and rights of women, the
the late Fazlur Ratunan, jx>ints out,
rights of non-Muslim minorities
''To insist on literal implementation
tinues unabated. Indeed, Western
cultural and psychological penetraand international relations which
of the rules of the Quran, shutting
have to be re-appraised in <rder to
one's eyes to the social change that
tion of Muslim and other nonWestern societies today is so much
bring them into some harmony with
has occwred and that is so palpably
the eternal, universal Quranic comoccurring before our eyes, is tandeeper than what it was atthe height
of colonialism. A huge portion of
mitment to human dignity and sotamount to deliberately defeating
the Muslim populace has chosen to
cial justice. Hudud laws and other
its moral-social purposes and obrespond to the challenge by re-asaspects of criminal justice should
jectives. It is just as though, in view
setting what it perceives as its Musalso be seen in that lighl
of the Quranic emphasis on freeing
This is a position which has
slaves, one were to insist on
lim identity via attire, food, laws
and so on. Adhering strictly to
been taken by some of the most
preserving the institution of slavery
Hudud and Shariah as they had
outstanding thinkers in Islam. Shah
so that one could earn merit in the
evolved in the early centuries of
Waliullah, for instance, argued
sight of God by freeing slaves.
" that every age must seek its own
Surely the whole tenor of the teachIslam is part of this re-assertion.
interpretation of the Quran and the
ing of the Quran is that there
While it is important to re-assert
one's identity as a way of protecttraditions." He believed that "one
should be no slavery. at all."
ing Muslim autonomy and indeof the major causes of Muslim
It is this sort of fundamental
pendence, it does not follow that
decaywasrigidconfonnitytointerre-thinking that is urgently needed
this should lead 10 an unthinking,
pretation made in other ages.~
in the Muslim world today.+
uncritical acceptance of each and
Muhammad Iqbal was also of the
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HUMAN RIGHTS

Prisoner of Conscience on
Singapore's Holiday Island
Nick Cumming-Bruce

"You are not a
man of steel.
Even if you
area man of
steel, we can
break you and
there's no one
to come to
your rescue.
Wehave ·
limitless
manpower
and unlimited
time."

o crowds of visitors Sentosa
Island offczs everything from
a "lost civilization" and
9;rubbed beaches to "coloured fOWltains that dance away to music." To
detainee 55100636 it is the place of
subtle tortw-e, the last setting for a
long drawn battle of wills with the
Singapore government
For a quarter of a century Chia
Thye Poh has taken everything
Singapore's inquisitors devised to
persuade h.im to admit he was the
Communist subversive they said he
was. Now, approaching 51 and
painfully aware that his life is draining away, the last of Singapore's

T

political detainees and one of the
longest serving in the world still
refuses the "kowtow" to the
authorities that would win him
freedom.
"To do that." he says with quiet
vehemence, "is to go against my
conscience and I cannot live in
peace."
Internal security agents arrested
Chia on October 29, 1966, in the
wake of demonstrations by his leftist Barisan Sosialis Party against
the US role in Vietnam. The former
physics lecturer was one of nine
Barisan MPs who decided to
boycott Parliament and take their
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struggle to the streets protesting
that democracy was dead in Singapore.
The Internal Security Department never charged h.im with any
offence, never put h.im on trial and
never completely released him. Instead, after holding him for 22 1/2
years in various detention centres
they moved him in May 1989 to
Sentosa's amusement park.
By then, Chia remembers, he
had been through long spells in
solitary confinement and darkened
cells. He never suffered physical
abuse, he says, but remembers the
endless interrogations, the pres-

sures on his family, the
loudspeakers in his cell pouring out
sad songs which made him "very
homesick."
"Nobody lmows you, nobody
remembers you," he recalls his interrogators telling him. " You are
not a man of steel. Even if you are
a man of steel, we can break you
and there's no one to come to your
rescue. We have limitless manpower and unlimited time."
His present circumstances are
more of the same, he says, just a
different tactic. The lSD installed
him in a modest one-room former
guardhouse on the western tip of
the island with commanding views
of Singapore's busy sea lanes and
the city's skyscrapers.
He lives aptly at " the last
fortress," as the brochures describe
it, Fort Siloso. To reach it takes a
short ride from Sentosa 's ferry terminal on a toy town monorail linking the various tourist lures - the
Gourmet
Centre,
Maritime
Museum, Coralarium and Butterfly
Park.
Japanese tourists chatter excitedly at the sight of an 18-hole
championship golf course and are
nonplussed as they pass wax British
soldiers threatening to mow them
down with a heavy machine gun
from a wartime bunker dug into a
hillside.
At fJtSt Chia needed written permission to visit Singapore, even for
a haircut. Last September two lSD
called in to tell him he was free to
go to the mainland between 6 a.m.
and 9 p.m. but there always seems
to be a catch. The telephone is
bugged, his mail is monitored and
so are his visitors.
Fed up with lSD agents
shadowing his every move, he
limits his trips to Singapore largely
to weekend visits to see his parents
and to shop for essentials.
"This is a cage, a golden cage,
where you can see something of the
outside world but you cannot really
fly out," he says with a rueful laugh.
The government is trying to whet

his appetite for a normal life, he
remarks. "This iS the way they continue to try to break me."
The government never publicly
accused Chia of Communist links
until 19 years after his arrest when
the Home Affairs Minister said he
had been a member of the Communist Party of Malaya (CPM) and
had made speeches calling for Vietnamese-stylearrned struggle to topple the government. The authorities
had uncovered his party membership in 1968, according to the minister, and had informed Chia at the
time in the course of "interviews."
Chia insists that he has never
been a Communist and has never
advocated violence.
To gain freedom, the government says Chia must sign "a simple
undertaking to renounce the use of
force as a means of overthrowing
the constitutionally elected government and not to assist the CPM, or
its related organizations."
While his captors wait for what
they hope will be that final act of
submission, Chia concentrates on
making the most of what his limited
circumstances permit. He has little
time to spare for television, he says,
there is so much to do.
He works on an ageing computer at part-time translation work
to generJte some income. He would
like to be more up-to-date on
physics but concentrates more on
politics and economics, which he
says are more relevant to his condition. If he got the chance he would
even like to get back into politics.
That is one reason, he suspects,
why the lSD may be reluctant to let
him out. "The government is trying
to delay my complete freedom for
as long as is possible so that I can' t
do anything," he says. "You lmow
time is running short, but what can
you do?"
Not, it seems, surrender. For all
the isolation and loneliness on his
comer of the island, Fort Siloso's
exhibits of allied prisoners building
the death railway or languishing in
Singapore's Changi prison only
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seem to strenghtcn his resolve. The
reminder of what other people have
suffered, Chia says, gives him a
Sellse of responsibility.
"Even in those days of long
solitary confinement, I thought that
one day they will have to release me
because I have done nothing
wrong," he observes. "I was lonely
in the cell but not in the struggle the broader struggle for democrac.l!
not only in Singapore."
•

ExJracted from Philippines
Newsday, February 12,1992
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Democracy

Thailand - A Betrayal of Deinocracy
Steven Gan
hailand is a kingdom of 56
million people. In 1932, a
group of military officers
brought an end kl absolute monarchy, to be replaced by a constitutional
monarchy. But Thai democracy was
not to be given a chance to flourish.
Since the establishment of the
constitutional monarchy, there
were only two periods of about
three years each in which civilianbased governments have emerged
in Thailand. One took place immediately after World War II, and the
other in the aftermath of the 1973
student
upnsmg.
Military
dominated governments are very
much the norm in modem Thai
political history.
So are military coups. In the
past 59 years, governments have
changed hands over 50 times. There
were a total of 12 military coups, 5
"palace,. coups in which power was
transferred within the military clique, and 11 attempted coups.
The ruling junta, after each successful coup, drafted a new constitution to replace the suspended
one. The longest drafting period
took 11 years, and that constitution
was suspended by the
same government that
drafted it The latest
constitution, promulgated in December
1991 by th.' military
was the 15th constitution for the Thai
people.

T

Seeds ofTenvr
On February 23,
1991 the military, led
by General Sunthom
Kongsompong
toppled
the
elected

government of Chatichai Choonhavan and imposed martial law.
The military junta which spearheaded the coup called itself the
National Peace Keeping Council
(NPKC). Students, joined by
various organizations, protested
against this military power grab.
One of the justifications for the NPKC in
launching the coup was
government corruption.
As always, the constitution was suspended and
the drafting of a new
constitution was initiated. In addition,
there was an investigation of alleged "corrupt.. ministers in the
~
~ former government
n~ 1 The investigation of
corruption charges was
Generlll Sudlinde:
later toned down when
Reneged on h• promi•

t(7
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most of the tainted politicians
promised to support a military person to be the new prime minister.
Included in the draft constitution was a military appointed senate
which ensured military control over
the parliament, and a provision for
an un-elected military person to be
the prime minister. There was
severe criticism from various
groups
including
students,
academics, human rights organizations and legal aid groups.
Due to this public outcry, the
NPKC announced that no military
officers would be appointed to hold
political office after the next elections, and that it would appoint only
270 out of the 360 members of the
Senate.
Nevertheless,
the
prodemocracy groups argued that this
was too little, too late and their opposition to the draft constitution es-

calated. They wanted constitutional
reforms which included a guarantee
that Thai politics be free from all
military involvement.
Some 60,000 people attended a
protest rally on November 19, one
of the largest in recent Thai histay.
In spite of this, the draft constitution was endorsed by the National
Legislative Assembly on December 7. General elections were to
take place on Marctr 22, 1992.

The Great Pretender
As in previous elections, the
general elections were marred by
vote-buying and vote-rigging. Not
one party commanded a majority i~
the new government. However,
five parties which have close connections with the military junta,
formed a coalition government.
They appointed General Suchinda
Kraprayoon, who did not participate in the elections, to be the
new pime minister oflbailand.
Suchinda accepted the post
despite his repeated pledges not to
hold any political offiCe. Many
other NPKC members were also
nominated to hold important positions in the cabinet and other positions in government. It was clear to
the Thai people that the NPKC had
no intention of giving up the reins
of power.
The day Suchinda was appointed prime minister,about 1,000
students held an 'anti-Suchinda'
demonstration at Thammasat
University. Other groups including
four opposition parties joined in the
chorus against the un-elected prime
minister. When the parliament
opened, opposition members wore
black to signify the "death of
democracy... Outside the parliament building, pro- democracy
groups demonstrated to oppose
Suchinda's rise to power.
Chalard Vorachat, former
member oC parliament, began a
hunger strike to pressure Suchinda
to step down on April 7. He was
joined by Beven others 10 days
later. Among them was a prominent

worker,
slum
development
Pratheep Ungsongtham Hata who
was four months pregnant.
Some 70,000 people attended a
protest rally on April20. 200,000
demonstrators turned out at the
second major rally on May 4.
Chamlong Srimueng, an opposition
leader, joined the hunger strike
"until death.. for Suchinda's resignation at the rally. The peaceful
demonstration continued unabated
until May 10 when it was called off
because government parties announced they would join in amending a number of "undemocratic..
clauses in the constitution. Chamlong gave up his hunger strike.

And The KiOings Began
When it appeared that the
government was to renege on its
earlier promise, some 300,000
demonstrators gathered at Sanam
Luang on May 17. At 9 pm, the
crowd marched to the Parliament
House. They were stopped by
thousands of police at Phan-pha
bridge and instead went to the
Democracy Monument.
At 3 am the next morning,
Suchinda announced a state of
emergency and troops were
to
clear
the
deployed
demonstrators. The military openly
fJred into the crowd. About 13
people were killed. That night a
second shooting incident occurred
at the Royal Hotel leaving scores
dead.
On May 19, the shooting continued with anywhere between a
few hundred to more than a
thousand people killed and injured.
A total of 5,000 people were arrested and detained. However,
demonstrations
continued
throughout Thailand despite the
state of emergency and curfew.
50,000 students showed their
def~ance by barricading the compound of Ramkhambaeng University.
On May 20, King Bhumibol intervened by instructing both
Suchinda and Chamlong to settle
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Bloody encounter: A dl~ tor real
demoaacy seems f•-off.

their differences. With two military
men kneeling on their knees before
the King, it appears to the world
that the crisis is over.
However, despite the recent
bloodshed, it is likely that there will
be no real changes in Thai politics.
Simmering in the background of
this wider conflict between the
military and the people is the struggle for power between current
military generals and former
military generals. Chamlong, the
charismatic pro-democracy leader
is himself a former military man. So
is Chavalit, an opposition power
broker. Both harbour political ambitions.
But students are continuing to
persevere with a vision for
democracy, knowing fully well that
the military has no intention of
giving up its power. It is for this
reason
that
Prinya
Tewanaruenirkul, the secretarygeneral of the Students Federation
of Thailand (SFI'), calls for the students to continue their struggle for
genuine democracy.+

Prepared from various sources including "Military Vs People" by
the Campaign for Democracy
(CPD ), Bangkok.
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The Maika Telekorns
Shares Controversy

M

any disturbing questions
arise from the MaikaTelekoms share controversy.
• Why was the number of
Telekoms shares to be allocated to
Maika reduced from 10 million to
1 million when Maika had already
secured financing for the 10 million shares?
• How were the three other
companies that received the 9 million share "on behalf of the Indian
community" selected?
*Have these companies really
passed on the profits from the sale
of the Telekom shares to the colleges operated by the MIC?
• Wu this the intention in the
first instance, or did this only
occur after the controversy made
the headlines?
• Who are the people behind
these three companies?
Aliran hopes that the ACNe
current investigation will provide
some answers, its findings made
public and action taken to punish
those involved in any wrongdoing.

But, there is another question
- a larger one - which the ACA will
not be considering which merits
the attention of all Malaysians,
namely, the practice of "special
share allocations".
From the outset, it should be
clarified that Aliran has always
supported the government's
stated intention and efforts to
uplift the economic status of the
poor and needy Bumiputras, indeed, the poor and needy of all
ethnic groups.
However, the current practice
of awarding a proportion of these
special shares, resulting from the
privatisation of public corporations which had been developed
with the taxpayers' money, to
private individuals and groups
does not benefit the poor. In fact
they benefit those well-connected
to the ruling parties who are often
already wealthy.
This practice only contributes
to money politics thereby
threatening even more our frail
democracy.
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Healthy economic growth is
also affected insofar as some of
those awarded shares are not
genuine business people and sell
their shares immediately for
quick and easy profits.
Since so little infonnation on
these special share allocations is
made available to the public, there
is all likelihood that the current
questionable situation will persist, if not deteriorate.
In order to check these negative tendencies, therefore, Aliran
calla for:
• the immediate termination
of awarding special share allocations resulting from the privati ..tion proeeae to private individuals
and groups;
• the setting up of trust funds,
with properly audited accounts, to
benefit targetted poor and underprivileged groupe;
• the awarding of the special
share allocations to thesa trust
funds which however, will not be
allowed to dispose the sharea immediately;
• public diselo1ure of all these
privatiaation and special share allocation awards.
Extcutivt Committtt

AllRAN
13 J uJy 1991

Allow Electronic Workers
To Form National Union

A

liran wishes to expreea its
strong concern over the
Prime Minister's recent personal
attacks on MTUC officials. He hu
labelled them aa treacherous individuals who have betrayed the
nation. These are very strong
remarks that could raise hatred
and contempt against MTUC
leaden.
MTUC's alleged 'crime' ia that
it haa been preaeing for the right
of workers in the electronics industry to fonn a national union.
The right to associate is enshrined
in our constitution. It is also recognized as one of the fundamental
human rights in the United Nations Charter of human rights.
The dignity oflabour and the right
to protect it is part and parcel of

all the major faith• found in
Malaysia.
Thus, we find it perplexing
that MTUC's struggle for this
basic right of electronic workers to
uiOciate in the form of a union is
regarded u a treacheroua activity.
On the other hand, the government has not placed any barrier to
the employers in the Malaysian
electronic industry to form associations to look after their own
interests. So in the interest offairneu and justice, we call upon
senior government leaders to immediately stop their personal attacks on MTUC leaders and
instead pave the way for the formation of a national electronics
workers union.
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Frogs don't climb mountains
Only those people wtto dare to climb - and climb
everyday - wll trip, fall. make mistakes. run Into
problems and perhaps even face death.
Some people come to a standstMIIn a pleasant a.mlt
valley. where God's rod and staff are benevolent and
not too demandng. They ae Ike children who never
grow up; not because they were born that way, but
because they don't eat Of drink or renew themselves.
They develop into splfltual frogs. Nvlng in golden polaces
on the velvety light-green banks of a pond SUtrounded
by beautiful gardens.
Everything In the pond Is nne. The water Is warm and
the air balmy. lt's the perfect place in wttlch to live your
life. You take your own decisions and you don't hove to
renolX'lCe much of anything. You need only to try and
fulnl certain morci and ethical prlndples. If you Just do
this. you won't be ttvown out.
But woe to those ur'lhoppy people wtto dare to
leave this haven to clmb further. They 'W'il begin to feel
the cold freezing theW feet. the wind bloWing against
their faces. They wtll hove to sf Oft forgetting the polaces
and the feasts and the pleasure of the pond. They will
have to start taking off thelf best clothes and, naked.
cover themselves wtth the furs that the mountain gives
them. They wll eat roots and wild honey. They will wash
their scratches and lr-4urles In the water of the mountain
spring. cold and dark.
They 'Nil have to fOfget prudence and common
sense and trust In an Inexplicable instruction to walk
along paths which w11 not lead down from the moLOtaln. Sometines there wiA not be any way out; only the
precipice wil prevent them from continuing uo•wm·as..
Then the 'fanatic', the 'lgnOfant'. the 'naive· and
'idiot' 'W'ill kneel down to pray to his god. asking for a
bridge sa that he con continue cUmbing .When the tears
hi~

keep him from seeing. there will be that bridge on wttlch
to cross, a Red Sea opening. always the unexpected.
Discipline is the rule ofthe mountain. Let no one think
that here one can do as one pleases. All steps made
nrmly lead to failure. Only In prayer, asking fcx that unspeakable. l.J'lP(onounceable and Invisible drection;
only by looking for God Isit possible to walk the mountain
poths. Sometimes one camot see or feel them because. quite simply. there is no path Eyes are useless;
one must use the hands. feet and muscles of faith.
Truly there is a reward. Hope wtll not be cut off. And
In the end. the Father of the Mountain - the same
merciful Father wtto does not destroy the pond- Will look
you In the eye and in his brightness you will know that
you have done what Is right. And he will call you ·son.
son of lght. strong and valiant. ready. free· ... his son.
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•Manolo Orda.x, FOR A CHANGE

in the Chair, there is a certain tradition that you
should take a few steps back from partisan politics because you're supposed to command the respect of
MPs from all parties. H you're involved in the political fray, it is clearly impossible to detach yourself
from controversies.
I was suspended basically in order to stifle me
from continuing to make further revelations on the
Maika shares hijacking scandal. I was suspended
until the end of the meeting on 14 May. The end of
the meeting of Parliament was (scheduled for) 21
May. On 20 May, it was extended for another two
days; so, as far as the DAP MPs are concerned, we
maintain that I was only suspended for the period that
everybody had in mind, which was up to 21 May;
and since Parliament was extended for another two
days - on 25 and 26 May - those two days were not intended to be covered unless there was an amendment
to the motion of suspension.

AM:
Is there any legal basis for your suspension?

US:
Basically, it is a question of interpretation; we can
argue one way or argue the other...that's the thing.
So, on 26 May, I went to the House in order to seek a
clarification of the status of my suspension. On that
day there was supposed to be a Companies Amendment Bill- where again, the Maika scandal could be
brought up. The Maika scandal involves three companies, two out of which are two-dollar companies,
which hijacked the nine million Telekom shares from
Maika.
Again it was Ong Tee 1Gat who was in the Chair.
What he should have done would have been to allow
me to explain my presence. All I'd have said would
be ..I want to find out whether I'm suspended for
these two days (25 and 26 May) because the original
motion did not intend to cover these two days" and
(then) it's for him to rule. Of course, he could have
ruled that it covered these two days.. (and he could
have said) "You have no right to be here. Leave."...

AM:
Did you seek any clarification? Did you seek'"

US:
(excitedly) I wasn't even allowed to speak ... He
just denied me the right to speak; he just switched off
my microphone; denied me the right to be heard; and
just said. "You're a stranger. Out!" Of course, pandemonium broke out. All he should have done would
be to ask...to fmd out...give his ruling, and the whole

thing would have been over in two or three
minutes.. .and I would have left because I would
have had no justification to stay one second longer.

AM:
Do you think be should have asked you why
you were there?

LKS:
I was standing up to ask for a ruling. I stood up.
But he just refused to ...he just denied me the right to
be heard. Something that could have been disposed
of in two or three minutes ended up as two hours pandemonium. Of course, there were many reasons for it
- the bias, the prejudice, the eagerness to suppress the
Maika scandal and the immaturity in handling the
whole situation.
For me the important
thing is the political bias
because.. .! mean he said I
was a 'stranger'; since I
was suspended I was a
'stranger'. Ifl was a
'stranger', then I could
not be further suspended
because a 'stranger' is
not a Member of Parliament. There is a separate
provision under the Standing Orders where you
deal with 'strangers' -if
you're suppose to leave
the House, (and) you
don't leave the House,
you're just removed;
that's all.
Kit Si81'1g on the Deputy
SpMMr (M»ove): "the bi-,
In my case, he further
the preiuclce, .,. NgemeM aggravated my punishu.iQ
mentunderSUUKiing
ecenct.l-"
Order 44- that's where
you have an increasing scaJe of punishment for increasingly refusing to abide by the decision of the
Chair. So, I mean if I was a stmnger at that time you
don't invoke a clause which is meant for the discipline of MPs; that is a contrndiction in terms by itself.
At the background of it all was this cumulative
sense of frustration by DAP MPs at the gross bias
and prejudice of the Deputy Speaker in this particular
case. During the motion on 14 May to suspend me
until the end of the meeting, there was pandemonium
also. The House was adjourned until the next day the fU"St time in Malaysian Parliamentary history.
There was a lot of attack on the DAP the next day. I
was reported to have made rather strong statements
and other Ministers as well; and Tan Sri Zahir (the

to.,.,.,... ..
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Speaker) said. ''The Chair must be respected.
Whether you like it or not, the ruling must be
respected. If you don't like it you go in accordance
with Standing Order 43 to move a motion to review,
to challenge the ruling of the Chair."
Yes, there's a provision. But we had used that
provision before and we had never been able to get it
even debated.

AM:
Wby is that so?
U(S:

Because under the Parliamentary Standing Orders, all government business must take precedence;
only then do you have private business. Since the
government does not adopt it as a government motion, it is (considered) private business; so it goes to
the bottom of the agenda and inevitably doesn't
come up.
In any event, we took him up on that Dr Tan

Kll s.ng on sc.nclng Order 43: '1t le m..-.t to be a chect
on pervwee, wrong, oonupt rulinga of 1M 0\lir_.if that " to go down to h wry bot1om of pertlam..,tary busln-.Jt

newr oomee up_Jt le mMning....._..

Seng Giaw, the MP for Kepong, moved the motion
under Standing Order 43. This required not more

than two days notice and by all Parliamentary conventions a motion to review the ruling of the Clair is a
. substantive motion. A substantive motion means it's
something that goes to the very core of the system because you are in fact questioning the integrity and impartiality of the Chair, which is a form of a check
because otherwise there is no redress.
It requires at least two days' notice which meansit has always been our contention - that it is not
private business; it is Parliamentary business. It concerns the ruMing and operation of Parliament and it

should take priority· after the two days' required
notice - over all govenunent business because otherwise this is a dead letter, it has no meaning whatsoever.
It is meant to be a check on perverse, wrong, corrupt rulings of the Chair. And if that has to go down
to the very bottom of parliamentary business to take
its tum at the queue; it never comes up - it is meaningless as proved in this case.
The two days' notice for Seng Giaw's motion expired on 20 May, I think. When our MP Sirn Kwang
Yang stood up and asked what's the position of the
motion, when it was going to be debated? (The reply
was: ) "Oh, it will take its ordinary course..."

AM:
._this was after your suspension?

LKS:
After my suspension; Seng Giaw moved the motion (having given two days' notice) in order to
review the decision of Ong Tee Kiat; that was 20
May. On 21 May, I think it was Choo Keong who
stood up or Seng Giaw...he asked, "What happened?"
Again he (Tee Kiat) said. ..It will take its course." So
there was a walkout or something like that. So, it's
meaningless. You say, ·~ right, you go by the rules;
there's a rule for you to challenge, you submit your
motion." We submitted. But it never carne up. So, it's
meaningless. So that sort of frustration, it's specific.
Secondly, of course the whole system of Parliament. MPs who really want to contribute and make
Parliament meaningful, the highest legislative and
deliberative forum, fmd that they don't have much
input into the whole legislative, policy-making
process...so all these frustration s build up. A lot of
MPs couldn't speak. Want to speak. couldn't speak.
End up with only five minutes, three minutes. It's
ridiculous. So that is the backdrop.
This problem should be seen in two different contexts. One is the national context Over~ period of
time, in particular you've seen in the last five years,
this increasing erosion of democratic rights and
freedom of the people...this anti-democratic
trend... 1987- Operation Lallang mass arrests of all
DAP leaders, critics, dissidents, environmentalists, social activists, trade unionists, Olinese educationists;
1988 - attack on the independence of the judiciary,
the sacking of Salleh Abas; 1989-90 -just before
elections, a further crackdown on the mass media;
1991 - further crackdown on Tht Rocket; after 25
years in circulation, they say it's only for memberscannot go for public sale and circulation; 1992- Parliamentary Opposition leader suspended until the end
of the year.
I mean, if I'd bied to attack the Speaker physical-
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ly like in Taiwan...then its something understandable.
But here you have Barisan MPs like Ibrahim Ali
openly making indecent gestures in front of women
MPs, women civil servants, women reporters, large
groups of girl students.

AM:
What was tbe Speaker doing? Aa MP ac:tuaUy
rushed up to tbe Oppositioo."

US:
That's another episode...a different time and
period...was it a few days earlier? Trying to rush over
to the Opposition...wanted to have a big fight and all
that? On that particular day, Ong Tee Kiat had come
down from the chair. There was a different Deputy
Speaker.
But even Ong Tee Kiat..there was an episode on
5 May when they made these indecent gestures. Our
MPs protested. After our MPs protested, he (On g)
said, ''Ok.ay-lah. Tidalc seronolclah. Tarik balik.(Not
nice. Withdraw.)" How to tarilc balilc things like
that? He (the MP who had gestured) then said, ''Oh,
I'm a gentleman. I tarik balik." I mean, that's compounding the insult, isn' t it?
After doing it, you say "/ tarilc balilc"! Because it
was treated so lightly, on 26 May, he did it four
times! (We) protested, he did it some m<R; (we)
protested (again), he did it some more.

AM:
Did tbe Speaker see tbat?

US:
One UMNO Baru minister stood up, Sabaruddin
Chile. (He said,) " I didn ' t see." So, that's a message.
The Speaker said, "Ya, I didn' t see." (It was the)
Deputy Spe.alcer, Johar.

AM:
But be (the Deputy Speaker) actuaUy saw it?

US:
I really can't answer that question. I was already
thrown out. I think, he must have seen; I don't really
know. Once.. (he) didn' t see, all right; four
times....impossible not to have seen!
He tallcs about the gravity of my offence. What is
the offence? To go and seek clarifacation ....something
which could have been dealt with in two or three
minutes?

AM:
But there are some people who say that you
could bave sent one of your close"..

US:
Yes, I know ...that's what they have also been
saying but it is not so. Ong Tee Kiat said that I could
have rung up the Parliamentary Secretary to seek
clarification. (But) it must be a claril'ICalion by the
Chair in the House because only then can it be challenged by way of (Standing Order) 43. I mean,
anybody can ask and say...(but) I'm the one directly
involved. I must go there and say "What is the position? Can or cannot?"
I mean, is it a great offence that I walked into the
House? In any event I was not stopped. If I'd become
a persona non grata of that nature, the police should
have stopped me from entering. If I'd gatecrashed
with the police in front of Parliament trying to stop
me and I had just bulldozed my way through three or
four barriers, then it might be a different story - but I
did not.

AM:
Does it mean that il an MP is suspended be
sbouldo't be io tbe grounds oi.-

US:
...technically, you're not supposed to be there;
technically. But in this case our contention is: it's no
more.. .it doesn' t apply. Surely, in a civilized society
you go there and ask "what's my position?"... you 're
not trying to bring down the whole world, are you?
The Chair can rule, "All right, you know, it applies
to you now." And that's that. You leave. Whereas the
chap who makes indecent gestures gets off scot-free.
I mean... it's not that simple. You must see it in
the national context. In the national context is this
trend....an anti-democracy trend. It is getting more
and more serious, culminating in my suspension until
the end of the year to stifle and suppress the exposure
of more financial scandals and corruption which are
getting more and more rampant with privatization;
and the only way is to become more and more undemocratic.
And you must see it in the international context
too where in the last few years or so ... countries
which in the past were totalitarian have also begun
to be affected by the spring-time of freedom and
democracy. Even in neighbouring countries alsoMalaysia had always been ahead of them - they're
also reaching out, opening up democratically.
But in our case there has been a democratic backsliding in the last several years; very, very serious
erosion; and I think this is something very disturbing.
(There are) three perspectives - the increasingly
dimunition in the role of Parliament, the antidemocratic trend in the country and what is happening internationally - the opening up, the surge for
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more democratic rights.
Of course, the people in power are wooied that
this could be quite infectious; that the people in
Malaysia may be infected by this international trend.

old guard who don't accept this type of thing, you
end up in fisticuffs and all that. That's a very, very
painful transition. The DAP has been in Parliament
for 26 years. Why was there no pandemonium before?

AM:

AM:

There have beea some reports which say tbat
you are 1etting more frustrated because the DAP
is Dot makiog much headway in Malaysia; probably forever destined to be in the Opposition ; that
DOW you're getting a bit disillusioned-is this true?

Could this be a spiUover of the rivalry between
tbe DAP and the MCA - and Ong is from the
MCA ; do you think that could have made tbe
whole situation more sensitive?

US:
That is nothing to do with this topic (laughter)
That's a different thing altogether. But if you tallc
about that ....I mean, only today in the State Assembly... it's all"DAP frustrated. It's the final days." You
go back 26 years, they've been saying it every
year.(laughttr) This is the twenty-si~th year and
they haven't stopped saying that!

AM:
But, I mean, doo't you feel it personaUy?

US:
Oooooh, that's a personal thing again. But that's
nothing to do with what's happening there..Personally, of course ....you'd have liked to see a greater
response, a greater support from the people for what
you're trying to do in tenns of a democratic struggle.
But that does not mean you're...if you're frustrated,
you call it a day; that's all. You don't continue
anymore; you just call it a day.
So if I'm reaUy frustrated, I'd have called it a day.
The very fact that I've not called it a day, (means
that) I've not yet been sufficiently frustrated. (roars

with laughter)

LKS:
Not exactly a spillover in that context. But there
is no doubt that he is biased and prejudiced...and his
immaturity... Had it been some other Speaker or
Deputy Speaker, it would not have gone out of hand
in that session.
Back in the 70s, I'd been talking about parliamentary reforms which must mean changing the Standing
Orders first. Make it more democratic, more meaningful , more participatory. But what they are talking
about is not moving forward but going backwards;
tightening the screws; maldng it more stringent I
mean, in that direction, you're not going to stop pandemonium.
There must be a parliamentary tradition. You can
disagree...but there·s a respect, a spirit of tolerance
that you can agree to disagree. But why do you
blatantly shut up (silence) people? Then that spirit is
broken. Once that spirit is broken you can amend,
change the Standing Orders as and how you like, it is
not going to prevent pandemonium taking place.

AM:
Tbe Standing Orders they have in mind is to
restrict•.. to bring about more restrictions.

US:

AM:

Exactly, restrict, tightening the screw. They
tighten the screw. there will be more pandemonium,
that's all.

There's also this feeling among some people
that DAP MPs tend to be very abrasive and
provocative. Do you think there is any truth in
that pen:eptioo? The way the DAP presents a
case, it sort ol makes the other side angry and
therdore they may be provoked....

AM:

US:

LKS:

It's riot so. The DAP has been in Parliament for
26 years. I mean, it's not as if we'd just entered Parliament lbere's never been such pandemonium.
This is the first time you've such a pandemonium ...twice in one meeting in May. Why was
this so?
The case of Taiwan Parliament is different. ..it is
opening up, fli'St time... high-handed, flJ'St time
you've opposition going in_and then you've all the

And I think there was this suggestion that if a
person.••
... prison sentence?

AM:
Yes...

LKS:
So what? I mean. if you're going to go for prison
sentence then all the more there is no reason for further restraints. Might as well go the whole way. Thi~
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is not the way to handle Parliament; this is Parliament. man.

AM:
Ia any other country, do tbey bave tbis kind o1
punishment (prison sentence) ·for persistently
refusing to obey tbe Chair?

LKS:
I'm not very swe. But whateveJ" it is, I think it is
the wrong approach to
begin with.. .and I don't
think it really will help
matteJ"S. If people are
prepared to go to jail
under the ISA, what is
all this? I mean, you're
fighting for a political
cause; if you're going
for white-collar crime,
it's a different thing.
Kll Si.ng on h oocle of
But if you push people
conduct of h Spellker:
too far... .I mean, we're
"-when you . . . the Chlllr
you •'-Y ebow I*'Y potlta, prepared to accept all
~oonnwniee..."
this.

AM:
Suspending tbe Opposition Leader is a very
serious thing. I tbiok tbe position enjoyed by tbe
Oppositioa Leader elsewhere is....be's sort of seen
as equal to tbe Prime Minister. That otrace must
be respected. Are you accorded tbis respect? Are
you consulted or briefed befo~ any Bills a~ introduced?

participate?

LKS:
The question of an apology does not arise because
I've done nothing at all to apologize for. And if there
is anybody who must apologize, it must be Ong Tee
Kiat because of his complete mishandling of the situation. His bias, prejudice and immaturity has brought
Parliament down to such a sad path.

AM:
I tbiok tbat ill Britaia, they laave got a Deputy
Speaker wbo comes from tbe Opposition....

LKS:
I think the best example is what is happening in
the UK today. After (Prime Minister John) Major's
victory, Major wanted to put his own chap - somebody from the Conservative party- but finally, it was
a Labour lady MP who was elected. She could only
be elected because of support of Conservative MPs
who refused to vote for the officially endorsed party
candidate and that was because there is a VeJ"Y clear
convention....when you become a Speaker or a
Deputy Speaker, you distance yourself from party
politics.
You must distance....! mean, you cannot.. .like
Ong Tee Kiat, what he is doing...outside issue a statement, attack the DAP; next minute, go into the Chair
and say, ••rm very fair and independent" And then
come
and attack the DAP again and (then) go (in)
and say , ··rm fair and independent" How can? Impossible, isn't it? I mean, these are basic things they
refuse to understand. It creates that sort of problems.

out

AM:

LKS:
Not at all. The office of the Leader of the Opposition in Malaysia exists only in name but not in terms
of any substance. But nonetheless, it is an office for
whatever it's worth. As you said...when you suspend
the Leader of the Opposition, you're not suspending
a person, but in fact you're suspending, you're deny
ing the voice oC the people who support the opposition which is, in this case about 44% of the people.
I think that is a very serious development I mean,
suspending me individually is nothing. Denying the
right of the people to have their views articulated, I
think, is the fundamental question. There're certain
things that are just not done.

AM:

What about the other Deputy Speaker?

LKS:
Partisanship? They stay away. Like Tan Sri
Zahir...you know that he was UMNO MP in 1964 at

the same time as Mahathir but when he became
Speaker, at least he tried to distance himself fr?m active party politics although he was a party nommee.
We know he had links with UMNO because otherwise he would never have been appointed as a
Speaker. But he respects the Speaker's tradition- that
is, when you take the Chair you stay above patty
politics, partisan conttoveJ"Sies. You don't get involved in it.

AM:

The July and October to December Budget sessions a~ going to be very impor1aot and you
won't be participating because of your suspension.
Would you coosider apologizing and going back to

He's not aa elected MP, is be?

LKS:
The Speaker is not. Under our Standing Orders,
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there is a provision for non-elected Speakers.

AM:
In the past, we have bad --

LXS:
Elected; must be one of the elected MPs. I think,
in the early 80s, they amended it

AM:
.-what about the opposition- do they have any
role in the proposed amendments to the Standing
Orders?

LXS:
Technically...proposed amendments to the Standing Orders are supposed to be done by the Standing
Orders Committee because it concerns the House.
It's the House that is the final arbiter. There is this
very clear separation of powers and functions: Legislature, Judiciary and Executive. As far as Parliament..Parliament conducts its own affairs. So, if
there are any Standing Orders, it is for the Standing
Orders Committee to meet, to decide, to propose to
the full ParliamenL
It is not for the Government to decide. But you
have Hamid going around saying," Ah, we're gping
to amend it." I mean, that shows they don't see a distinction between Government and Parliament Of
course, they have the majority in the Standing Orders
Committee in Parliament to push their way through
but nonetheless, Parliament is Parliament, Government is Government. and this distinction must be
maintained and respected.

Committee is the body which is supposed to consider and review proposed changes to the Standing
Orders. So if the Government wants to amend (the
Standing Orders) and it has decided on various
proposals, it should - through one of its members get a meeting called and put it to the Standing Orders
Committee.
It's unheard of and unthinkable of the Government coming to the House and saying, "All right,
these are the proposals and amendments." This
would really be unparliamentary. Very clearly,
you're imposing your will on Parliament.

AM:
I'm sure they'll do that. You don't think so?

LXS:
I don't think they will do thaL After all, they
don't have to do that ...they have the majority on the
Standing Orders Committee. But the fact is, they are
supposed to respect Parliament's own functions and
powers; so you don't rurogate to yourself the right to
say," Now we're going to amend" Parliament is
going to amend, not the Government is going to
amend. It is a distinction; although, at present. to
them there is no distinction.

AM:
I suppose it's because of the vast majority they
bave, they can' t be bothered. I mean, somehow or
other, this situation is never brought to the attention of the public.

LXS:

How are these proposed amendments normally
brought about? Does Parliament instruct tbe
Standing Orders Committee to._

We come back to the problem of the mass media;
control, censorship, distortion...people get a very
wrong image of the DAP. In fact, the two questions
people ask are: Has the DAP closed shop? Have the
DAP leaders chickened out?

LXS:

AM:

The Standing Orders Committee meets, decides,
discusses and makes proposals to Parliament

In any other country, I think if the Opposition
Leader is suspended, I'm sure there would have
been an uproar; there would be an outcry. Here,
somehow or other, people just seem to accept it as
something._

AM:

AM:
Is the Opposition represented?

LXS:
Altogether, I think we have two members.

AM:

LXS:
...apart from the fact that it is presented as if it
were a ..serves him righf' type of situation. Finally,
it's a question of the mass media+

In other words, any intended amendments.-

LXS:
...we'll be aware of il..lt must be brought to the
Standing Orders Committee. The Standing Orders
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Interview with Ong Tee Kiat
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A/iran Monthly interviews suspended Opposition Leader Lim Kit Siang

''THEY
WANTED
TOsH·u T
ME UPON
MAIKA
SHARES
SCANDAL''
Deputy Speaker's bias led
to pandemonium in
Parliament, says Kit Siang
A/iran Monthly:
We just wanted to know why you were
suspended••.and do you think your suspension was
justified?

lim Kit Siang:

W

ell, on 14 May, I was suspended for the first
time during the debate on the Bankruptcy
Amendment Bill in Parliament w~ I sought to speak
on the Maika-Telekom shares hijack scandal; and at
that time Samy VeUu was in the House. Although he
said that he "wanted to have a fight" with me over the
issue, it was very clear that his sole intention was to shut
me up up on the ground~ that the Maika scandal had
nothing to do with !he Bill in question, which in fact
was not correct
I was not dealing with irrelevancies because the
Bankruptcy Amendment Bill dtreetly involves
Maika shareholde-rs many of whom could have been
driven into bankruptcy as a result of mismanagement
of M'lika. I'm sure you know that eight years ago,
many poople in the estates...womenfolk pawned their
gold and jcwellel)' to buy shares... taking bank loans
at high interest rates which they couldn't service...

and they faced legal action. So, it's not something
which was tangential or peripheral.
At ftrSt, they thcught it was nothing very much
but when it opened up it began to snowball. When a
Minister stood up and demanded that it was irrevclant, it was a message to the Chair that he (the
Chair) should stop it; it was very clf:ar as far as the
power relationship is concerned.
Ong Tee Kiat was in the Chair and he had special
reason to be very biased and prejudiced because of
his very partisan handling of his office. When you're
continued on page 34.•

